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Section A
Computer Overview

overview

I. Introduction



n. ὖ䗄˗ὖ㾖
calculation


n. 䅵ㅫ
numeric(al)


a. ᭄ᄫⱘ˗᭄ؐⱘ
banking 
n. 䫊㸠Ϯ˄ࡵ˅
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A computer is an electronic device that can receive a set of instructions,
or program, and then carry out this program by performing calculations on
numerical data or by manipulating other forms of information.
The modern world of high technology could not have come about1
except for the development of the computer. Different types and sizes of
computers find uses throughout society in the storage and handling of data,
from secret governmental files to banking transactions to private household

come about˖থ⫳ˈѻ⫳Ǆ
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automation


n. 㞾ࡼ࣪
conjecture


n. ⌟ˈ⣰ᛇ
privacy


n. 䱤⾕˗⾬ᆚ
precursor


n. ܜ偅
digit 
n. ᭄ᄫ
loom 
n. 㒛ᴎ
perforated

a. こᄨⱘ
statistician


n. 㒳䅵ᄺᆊ˗
㒳䅵ਬ
conceive 
v.˄ᵘ˅ᛇߎ
punched card
こᄨव⠛
electrical contact
⬉㾺⚍
compile 
v. ∛㓪˗㓪䆥
census 
n. Ҏষ᱂ᶹ
analytic(al)


a. ߚᵤⱘ
Analytical Engine
ߚᵤᴎˈ㾷ᵤᴎ

accounts. Computers have opened up a new era in manufacturing through
the techniques of automation, and they have enhanced modern
communication systems. They are essential tools in almost every field of
research and applied technology, from constructing models of the universe
to producing tomorrow’s weather reports, and their use has in itself opened
up new areas of conjecture. Database services and computer networks
make available a great variety of information sources1. The same advanced
techniques also make possible invasions of personal and business privacy.
Computer crime has become one of the many risks that are part of the price
of modern technology.

II. History
The first adding machine, a precursor of the digital computer, was
devised in 1642 by the French scientist, mathematician, and philosopher
Blaise Pascal2. This device employed a series of ten-toothed wheels, each
tooth representing a digit from 0 to 9. The wheels were connected so that
numbers could be added to each other by advancing the wheels by a correct
number of teeth. In the 1670s the German philosopher and mathematician
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz3 improved on this machine by devising one that
could also multiply.
The French inventor Joseph-Marie Jacquard 4 , in designing an
automatic loom, used thin, perforated wooden boards to control the
weaving of complicated designs. During the 1880s the American
statistician Herman Hollerith5 conceived the idea of using perforated cards,
similar to Jacquard’s boards, for processing data. Employing a system that
passed punched cards over electrical contacts, he was able to compile
statistical information for the 1890 United States census.
1. The Analytical Engine
Also in the 19th century, the British mathematician and inventor

1
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5

Database services and computer networks make available a great variety of information sources.˖᭄ᑧ᳡ࡵ
䅵ㅫᴎ㔥㒰Փ⾡ḋⱘֵᙃ⑤ৃկՓ⫼Ǆ䖭হ䆱ⱘᆒ䇁˄a great variety of information sources˅䕗䭓ˈ
ℸᇚᆒ䇁ⱘ㸹䇁˄available˅ᬒࠄњᆒ䇁ⱘࠡ䴶Ǆ᭛Ёϟϔহ䆱гሲѢৠḋᚙމǄ
Blaise Pascal˖Ꮧ㦅ᮃgᏩᮃव˄1623ü1662˅ˈ⊩᭄ᄺᆊǃ⠽⧚ᄺᆊǃᄺᆊˈὖ⥛䆎߯ゟ㗙ПϔǄ
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz˖ៜ⡍ᓫ䞠ᖋg࿕ᒝg㦅Ꮧሐ˄ݍ1646ü1716˅ˈᖋ㞾✊⾥ᄺᆊǃᄺᆊˈᖂ
⿃ߚǃ᭄⧚䘏䕥ⱘܜ偅ˈᦤߎњѠ䖯ࠊǄ
Joseph-Marie Jacquard˖㑺⨳⥯Бg䲙वᇨ˄1752ü1834˅ˈ⊩㨫ৡⱘ㒛ᴎᎹࣴˈ㒍ᵓᦤ㢅ᴎⱘЏ㽕
ᬍ䴽ᆊǄ
Herman Hollerith˖䌿ᇨ᳐gԩࢦ䞠ᮃ˄1860ü1929˅ˈ㕢থᯢᆊ㒳䅵ᄺᆊǄ
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Difference Engine
Ꮒߚᴎ

input stream
䕧ܹ˄ֵᙃ˅⌕
deck 
n. व⠛ˈव⠛㒘
analog(ue)


a. ᢳⱘ
shaft 
n. 䕈
approximation


n. 䖥Ԑ˄ؐ˅
torpedo 
n. 剐䳋
submarine


n. ┰㠛
bombsight


n. 䕄⚌ⵘ఼ޚ
incorporate


v. ࣙ˗ᡞĂড়ᑊ˗
Փᑊܹ
vacuum tube
ⳳぎㅵ
crack 
v. ⸈䆥
encipher 
v. ᡞĂ䆥៤ᆚⷕ
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Charles Babbage1 worked out the principles of the modern digital computer.
He conceived a number of machines, such as the Difference Engine, that
were designed to handle complicated mathematical problems. Many
historians consider Babbage and his associate, the mathematician Augusta
Ada Byron2, the true pioneers of the modern digital computer. One of
Babbage’s designs, the Analytical Engine, had many features of a modern
computer. It had an input stream in the form of a deck of punched cards, a
“store” for saving data, a “mill” for arithmetic operations, and a printer that
made a permanent record3. Babbage failed to put this idea into practice,
though it may well have been technically possible at that date.
2. Early Computers
Analogue computers began to be built in the late 19th century. Early
models calculated by means of rotating shafts and gears. Numerical
approximations of equations too difficult to solve in any other way were
evaluated with such machines. Lord Kelvin 4 built a mechanical tide
predictor that was a specialized analogue computer. During World Wars I
and II, mechanical and, later, electrical analogue computing systems were
used as torpedo course predictors in submarines and as bombsight
controllers in aircraft. Another system was designed to predict spring floods
in the Mississippi River5 basin.
3. Electronic Computers
During World War II, a team of scientists and mathematicians,
working at Bletchley Park, north of London, created one of the first
all-electronic digital computers: Colossus6. By December 1943, Colossus,
which incorporated 1,500 vacuum tubes, was operational. It was used by
the team headed by Alan Turing7, in the largely successful attempt to crack
German radio messages enciphered in the Enigma code8.

Charles Babbage˖ᶹᇨᮃgᏈ↨༛˄1792ü1871˅ˈ㣅᭄ᄺᆊথᯢᆊǄ
Augusta Ada Byron˖༹সᮃศg䖒gᢰӺ˄1815ü1852˅ˈ㣅᭄ᄺᆊˈ䆫ҎᢰӺПཇǄ
It had an input stream in the form of a deck of punched cards, a “store” for saving data, a “mill” for arithmetic
operations, and a printer that made a permanent record.˖ᅗ᳝ϔϾҹϔこᄨव⠛ⱘᔶᓣᄬⱘ䕧ܹ⌕ǃ
ϔϾֱᄬ᭄ⱘĀҧᑧāǃϔϾ䖯㸠ㅫᴃ䖤ㅫⱘĀᎹॖāϔϾѻ⫳∌Йᗻ䆄ᔩⱘᠧॄᴎǄ
Lord Kelvin˖ᓔᇨ᭛࢟⠉˄1824ü1907˅ˈܼৡ࿕ᒝg∸ྚỂgᓔᇨ᭛˄William Thomson Kelvin˅ˈ㣅
⠽⧚ᄺᆊˈথሩњ⛁ᄺ⧚䆎ˈ߯ゟњ⛁ᄺ㒱ᇍ⏽ᷛ˄ेᓔᇨ᭛⏽ᷛ˅Ǆ
the Mississippi River˖ᆚ㽓㽓↨⊇ˈথ⑤Ѣ㕢Ё࣫䚼ⱘ⊐ऎˈफ⊼㽓હˈ㋏㕢Џ㽕⊇⌕Ǆ
Colossus˖䆹䆡䇏 ˈ᳝ĀᎼڣāĀᎼҎāĀᎼ⠽āㄝᛣǄ
Alan Turing˖㡒Ӻg♉˄1912ü1954˅ˈ㣅᭄ᄺᆊ䘏䕥ᄺᆊǄ
Enigma code˖ᘽሐḐⷕˈᖋݯѠϪ⬠ᳳ䯈䞛⫼ⱘϔ⾡ᆚⷕǄ
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prototype


n. ॳൟ˗ḋᴎ
overshadow


v. ՓⳌᔶ㾕㒠
integrator


n. ⿃ߚ఼
patent 
n. ϧ߽˄ᴗ˅
overturn


v. 㗏˗ᑳ䰸

Hungarian


a. ࣜ⠭߽ⱘ
memory 
n. ᄬݙˈ఼ټᄬ
paper-tape reader
㒌ᏺ䯙䇏఼
execution

Independently of this, in the United States, a prototype electronic
machine had been built as early as 1939, by John Atanasoff1 and Clifford
Berry2 at Iowa State College3 . This prototype and later research were
completed quietly and later overshadowed by the development of the
Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer (ENIAC 4 ) in 1945.
ENIAC was granted a patent, which was overturned decades later, in 1973,
when the machine was revealed to have incorporated principles first used in
the Atanasoff-Berry Computer.
ENIAC (see Figure 1A-1) contained 18,000 vacuum tubes and had a
speed of several hundred multiplications per minute, but originally its
program was wired into the processor5 and had to be manually altered.
Later machines were built with program storage, based on the ideas of the
Hungarian-American mathematician John von Neumann6. The instructions,
like the data, were stored within a “memory”, freeing the computer from
the speed limitations of the paper-tape reader during execution and
permitting problems to be solved without rewiring the computer.



n. ᠻ㸠ˈ䖤㸠

Figure 1A-1: ENIAC was one of the first fully electronic digital computers

1
2
3
4
5
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John Atanasoff˖㑺㗄g䰓ศ㒇㋶˄1903ü1995˅ˈ㕢⠽⧚ᄺᆊǄ
Clifford Berry˖⽣߽ܟᖋg䋱䞠˄1918ü1963˅ˈ㕢⠽⧚ᄺᆊǄ
Iowa State College˖˄㕢˅㡒༹⪺Ꮂゟᄺ䰶Ǆ
ENIAC˖⬉ᄤ᭄ᄫ⿃ߚ䅵ㅫᴎ˄Electronic Numerical Integrator And Computer ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
originally its program was wired into the processor˖݊ᑣ᳔߱ᰃ䗮䖛ᇐ㒓Ӵ䗕ࠄ໘⧚఼ⱘݙǄ
John von Neumann˖㑺㗄gރg䇎ձ᳐˄1903ü1957˅ˈ㕢㈡ࣜ⠭᭄߽ᄺᆊˈᇍ䞣ᄤ⠽⧚ǃ᭄ᄺ䘏䕥催
䗳䅵ㅫᴎⱘথሩഛ᳝䋵⤂Ǆ

Unit 1
transistor


n. ԧㅵ
advent 
n. ߎ⦄ˈࠄᴹ
versatile 
a. ⫼䗨ⱘˈ
䗮⫼ⱘ
logical element
䘏䕥ܗӊ
spacing 
n. 䯈䱨
integrated


a. 䲚៤ⱘˈ㓐ড়ⱘˈ
ϔԧ࣪ⱘ
integrated circuit
䲚៤⬉䏃
fabricate


v. ࠊ
substrate
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The use of the transistor in computers in the late 1950s marked the
advent of smaller, faster, and more versatile logical elements than were
possible with vacuum-tube machines. Because transistors use much less
power and have a much longer life, this development alone was responsible
for the improved machines called second-generation computers.
Components became smaller, as did inter-component spacings, and the
system became much less expensive to build.
4. Integrated Circuits
Late in the 1960s the integrated circuit, or IC1 (see Figure 1A-2), was
introduced, making it possible for many transistors to be fabricated on one
silicon substrate, with interconnecting wires plated in place 2 . The IC
resulted in a further reduction in price, size, and failure rate. The
microprocessor became a reality in the mid-1970s with the introduction of
the large-scale integrated (LSI 3 ) circuit and, later, the very large-scale
integrated (VLSI 4 ) circuit (microchip), with many thousands of
interconnected transistors etched into a single silicon substrate.



n. 㹀ᑩˈᑩ
microprocessor


n. ᖂ໘⧚఼
microchip


n. ᖂ㢃⠛
etch v. 㱔ࠏ

Figure 1A-2: An Integrated Circuit

To return, then, to the switching capabilities of a modern computer:
computers in the 1970s were generally able to handle eight switches at a

1
2

3
4

IC˖䲚៤⬉䏃˄integrated circuit ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
making it possible for many transistors to be fabricated on one silicon substrate, with interconnecting wires plated in
place˖Ң㗠᳝ৃ㛑ᇚ䆌ԧㅵࠊϔഫ⸙㹀ᑩϞˈԧㅵП䯈⫼㽚䬔䗖ᔧԡ㕂ⱘᇐ㒓Ⳍ䖲Ǆ
LSI˖㾘䲚៤ⱘ˄large-scale integrated ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
VLSI˖䍙㾘䲚៤ⱘ˄very large-scale integrated ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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binary 
a. Ѡ䖯ࠊⱘ˗Ѡⱘܗ
bit 
n. ԡˈ↨⡍
byte n. ᄫ㡖
datum 
˄
˷˹data˅
n.᭄
graphics 
n. ᔶˈᔶᰒ⼎
decimal 
a. क䖯ࠊⱘ
switch 
n. Ѹᤶ˄䆒˅
˗
ᓔ݇˗䕀ᤶ
chip 
n. 㢃⠛
instruction set
ᣛҸ䲚
conceptually

ad. ὖᗉϞ
microcomputer

time. That is, they could deal with eight binary digits, or bits, of data, at
every cycle. A group of eight bits is called a byte, each byte containing
256 possible patterns of ONs and OFFs (or 1s and 0s). Each pattern is the
equivalent of an instruction, a part of an instruction, or a particular type of
datum, such as a number or a character or a graphics symbol. The pattern
11010010, for example, might be binary data—in this case, the decimal
number 210—or it might be an instruction telling the computer to
compare data stored in its switches to data stored in a certain
memory-chip location.
The development of processors that can handle 16, 32, and 64 bits of
data at a time has increased the speed of computers. The complete
collection of recognizable patterns—the total list of operations—of which a
computer is capable is called its instruction set. Both factors—the number
of bits that can be handled at one time, and the size of instruction
sets—continue to increase with the ongoing development of modern digital
computers.

III. Hardware



n. ᖂൟ䅵ㅫᴎ
desktop 
a. Ḡ䴶ⱘ˗ৄᓣ
˄䅵ㅫᴎ˅ⱘ
laptop 
n. 㝱Ϟൟ䅵ㅫᴎ
palmtop 
n. ᥠϞൟ䅵ㅫᴎ
workstation


n. Ꮉキ
minicomputer


n. ᇣൟ䅵ㅫᴎ
mainframe


n. Џᴎˈൟᴎ
supercomputer


n. 䍙㑻䅵ㅫᴎˈ
Ꮌൟ䅵ㅫᴎ
central processing
unit Ё༂໘⧚఼
bus n. ᘏ㒓

Modern digital computers are all conceptually similar, regardless of
size. Nevertheless, they can be divided into several categories on the basis
of cost and performance: the personal computer or microcomputer, a
relatively low-cost machine, usually of desktop size (though “laptops” are
small enough to fit in a briefcase, and “palmtops” can fit into a pocket); the
workstation, a microcomputer with enhanced graphics and communications
capabilities that make it especially useful for office work; the minicomputer,
generally too expensive for personal use, with capabilities suited to a business,
school, or laboratory; and the mainframe computer, a large, expensive
machine with the capability of serving the needs of major business
enterprises, government departments, scientific research establishments, or
the like (the largest and fastest of these are called supercomputers).
A digital computer is not a single machine: rather, it is a system
composed of five distinct elements: (1) a central processing unit; (2) input
devices; (3) memory storage devices; (4) output devices; and (5) a
communications network, called a bus, which links all the elements of the
system and connects the system to the external world.

IV. Programming
A program is a sequence of instructions that tells the hardware of a

Unit 1

dedicated


a. ϧ⫼ⱘ
embed 
v. ᡞĂጠܹ
circuitry 
n. ⬉䏃
wristwatch


n. 㸼
microwave oven
ᖂ⊶♝
built-in 
a. ݙ㕂ⱘˈݙ䚼ⱘ
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computer what operations to perform on data. Programs can be built into
the hardware itself, or they may exist independently in a form known as
software. In some specialized, or “dedicated”, computers the operating
instructions are embedded in their circuitry; common examples are the
microcomputers found in calculators, wristwatches, car engines, and
microwave ovens. A general-purpose computer, on the other hand,
although it contains some built-in programs (in ROM1) or instructions
(in the processor chip), depends on external programs to perform useful
tasks. Once a computer has been programmed, it can do only as much or
as little as the software controlling it at any given moment enables it to
do. Software in widespread use includes a wide range of applications
programs—instructions to the computer on how to perform various tasks.

V. Future Developments

neural 
a. ⼲㒣ⱘ
quantum 
˄˷˹-ta  ˅
n. 䞣ᄤ
encryption


n. ࡴᆚ
algorithm


n. ㅫ⊩
factoring


n. ᄤߚ㾷ˈ
ᓣߚ㾷
shortcut 
n. 䖥䏃ˈ᥋ᕘ
artificial
intelligence
ҎᎹᱎ㛑
font 
n. ᄫԧ

1
2

There is active research to make computers out of many promising
new types of technology, such as optical computers, DNA2 computers,
neural computers, and quantum computers. Most computers are universal,
and are able to calculate any computable function, and are limited only by
their memory capacity and operating speed. However, different designs of
computers can give very different performance for particular problems; for
example, quantum computers can potentially break some modern
encryption algorithms (by quantum factoring) very quickly.
A computer will solve problems in exactly the way it is programmed to,
without regard to efficiency, alternative solutions, possible shortcuts, or
possible errors in the code. Computer programs that learn and adapt are part
of the emerging field of artificial intelligence and machine learning.
Artificial intelligence-based products generally fall into two major
categories: rule-based systems and pattern recognition systems. Rule-based
systems attempt to represent the rules used by human experts and tend to be
expensive to develop. Pattern-based systems use data about a problem to
generate conclusions. Examples of pattern-based systems include voice
recognition, font recognition, translation and the emerging field of on-line
marketing.

ROM˖া䇏ᄬ˄఼ټread-only memory ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
DNA˖㜅⇻Ḍ㊪Ḍ䝌˄deoxyribonucleic acid ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. According to many historians, the true pioneers of the modern
digital computer are ________ and ________.
2. A digital computer is generally made up of five distinct elements: a
central processing unit, ________ devices, memory storage devices,
________ devices, and a bus.
3. The microprocessor is a central processing unit on a single chip. It
was made possible in the mid-1970s with the introduction of the LSI circuit
and the ________ circuit.
4. According to the text, modern digital computers can be divided into
four major categories on the basis of cost and performance. They are
microcomputers, ________, minicomputers, and ________.
5. The first electronic computers, such as Colossus and ENIAC created
in Britain and the United States respectively, used ________ tubes, which
later gave place to ________.
6. A program is a sequence of ________ that can be executed by a
computer. It can either be built into the hardware or exist independently in
the form of ________.
7. The smallest unit of information handled by a computer is bit, which
is the abbreviation of binary ________. A group of ________ bits is called
a(n) ________.
8. Active research is being conducted to use promising new types of
technology to make new types of computers, such as ________ computers,
DNA computers, neural computers, and ________ computers.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. artificial intelligence
2. paper-tape reader
3. optical computer
4. neural computer

5. instruction set
6. quantum computer
7. difference engine
8. versatile logical element

Unit 1
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9. silicon substrate
10. vacuum tube
11. ᭄ⱘᄬټϢ໘⧚
12. 䍙㾘䲚៤⬉䏃
13. Ё༂໘⧚఼
14. ϾҎ䅵ㅫᴎ

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

9

ᢳ䅵ㅫᴎ
᭄ᄫ䅵ㅫᴎ
䗮⫼䅵ㅫᴎ
໘⧚఼㢃⠛
᪡ᣛҸ
䕧ܹ䆒

III. Fill in each of the blanks with one of the words given in the
following list, making changes if necessary:
microcomputer
advent
chip
minicomputer

computing
mode
appear
combine

digital
circuit
speed
categorization

base
significance
transistor
integration

We can define a computer as a device that accepts input, processes data,
stores data, and produces output. According to the ________ of processing,
computers are either analog or ________. They can also be classified as
mainframes, ________, workstations, or microcomputers. All else (for
example, the age of the machine) being equal, this ________ provides some
indication of the computer’s ________, size, cost, and abilities.
Ever since the ________ of computers, there have been constant
changes. First-generation computers of historic ________, such as UNIVAC
(䗮⫼㞾ࡼ䅵ㅫᴎ), introduced in the early 1950s, were ________ on
vacuum tubes. Second-generation computers, ________ in the early 1960s,
were those in which ________ replaced vacuum tubes. In third-generation
computers, dating from the 1960s, integrated ________ replaced transistors.
In fourth-generation computers such as ________, which first appeared in
the mid-1970s, large-scale ________ enabled thousands of circuits to be
incorporated on one ________. Fifth-generation computers are expected to
________ very-large-scale integration with sophisticated approaches to
________, including artificial intelligence and true distributed processing.

IV. Translate the following passage from English into Chinese:
Computers will become more advanced and they will also become
easier to use. Improved speech recognition will make the operation of a
computer easier. Virtual reality (㰮ᢳ⦄ᅲ), the technology of interacting
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with a computer using all of the human senses, will also contribute to better
human and computer interfaces (⬠䴶ˈষ). Other, exotic (༛ᓖⱘ)
models of computation are being developed, including biological
computing that uses living organisms, molecular (ߚᄤⱘ) computing that
uses molecules with particular properties, and computing that uses
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the basic unit of heredity (䘫Ӵ), to store
data and carry out operations. These are examples of possible future
computational platforms that, so far, are limited in abilities or are strictly
theoretical. Scientists investigate them because of the physical limitations
of miniaturizing (Փᇣൟ࣪) circuits embedded in silicon. There are also
limitations related to heat generated by even the tiniest of transistors.

Unit 1
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Section B
What Is Computer Science

I. Introduction

sprout 
v. থ㢑˗䭓ߎ

Computer science is the study of the theory, experimentation, and
engineering that form the basis for the design and use of computers—
devices that automatically process information. Computer science traces its
roots to work done by English mathematician Charles Babbage, who first
proposed a programmable mechanical calculator in 1837. Until the advent
of electronic digital computers in the 1940s, computer science was not
generally distinguished as being separate from mathematics and engineering.
Since then it has sprouted numerous branches of research that are unique to
the discipline.

II. The Development of Computer Science
Early work in the field of computer science during the late 1940s and
early 1950s focused on automating the process of making calculations for
use in science and engineering. Scientists and engineers developed
theoretical models of computation that enabled them to analyze how
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overlap 
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a. ϡৃ㔎ᇥⱘˈ
ᖙ㽕ⱘ
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v. ࡾ˗ѝ
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a. ⌟ⱘ˗ᡩᴎᗻⱘ
viable 
a. ߛᅲৃ㸠ⱘ˗
ৃᅲᮑⱘ
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v. ᵘ ៤ Ă ⱘ  ⸔
˄䍋˅
˗ᬃᣕ

efficient different approaches were in performing various calculations.
Computer science overlapped considerably during this time with the
branch of mathematics known as numerical analysis, which examines the
accuracy and precision of calculations.
As the use of computers expanded between the 1950s and the 1970s,
the focus of computer science broadened to include simplifying the use of
computers through programming languages—artificial languages used to
program computers, and operating systems—computer programs that
provide a useful interface between a computer and a user. During this time,
computer scientists were also experimenting with new applications and
computer designs, creating the first computer networks, and exploring
relationships between computation and thought.
In the 1970s, computer chip manufacturers began to mass-produce
microprocessors—the electronic circuitry that serves as the main
information processing center in a computer. This new technology
revolutionized the computer industry by dramatically reducing the cost of
building computers and greatly increasing their processing speed. The
microprocessor made possible the advent of the personal computer, which
resulted in an explosion in the use of computer applications. Between the
early 1970s and 1980s, computer science rapidly expanded in an effort to
develop new applications for personal computers and to drive the
technological advances in the computing industry. Much of the earlier
research that had been done began to reach the public through personal
computers, which derived most of their early software from existing
concepts and systems.
Computer scientists continue to expand the frontiers of computer and
information systems by pioneering the designs of more complex, reliable,
and powerful computers; enabling networks of computers to efficiently
exchange vast amounts of information; and seeking ways to make
computers behave intelligently. As computers become an increasingly
integral part of modern society, computer scientists strive to solve new
problems and invent better methods of solving current problems.
The goals of computer science range from finding ways to better
educate people in the use of existing computers to highly speculative
research into technologies and approaches that may not be viable for
decades. Underlying all of these specific goals is the desire to better the
human condition today and in the future through the improved use of
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information1.

III. Theory and Experiment

neural network
⼲㒣㔥㒰
neuron 
n. ⼲㒣ˈܗ
⼲㒣㒚㚲
neurophysiology


n. ⼲㒣⫳⧚ᄺ
unforeseen


a. 乘㾕ࠄⱘ˗
ᛣ᭭Пⱘ

Computer science is a combination of theory, engineering, and
experimentation. In some cases, a computer scientist develops a theory, then
engineers a combination of computer hardware and software based on that
theory, and experimentally tests it. An example of such a theory-driven
approach is the development of new software engineering tools that are then
evaluated in actual use. In other cases, experimentation may result in new
theory, such as the discovery that an artificial neural network exhibits
behavior similar to neurons in the brain, leading to a new theory in
neurophysiology.
It might seem that the predictable nature of computers makes
experimentation unnecessary because the outcome of experiments should be
known in advance. But when computer systems and their interactions with
the natural world become sufficiently complex, unforeseen behavior can
result. Experimentation and the traditional scientific method are thus key
parts of computer science.

IV. Major Branches of Computer Science
architecture


n. ԧ㋏㒧ᵘ
interfacing


n. ষᡔᴃ
optimal 
a. ᳔Ӭⱘˈ᳔Շⱘ
computational


a. 䅵ㅫ˄ᴎ˅ⱘ

Computer science can be divided into four main fields: software
development, computer architecture (hardware), human-computer
interfacing (the design of the most efficient ways for humans to use
computers), and artificial intelligence (the attempt to make computers
behave intelligently). Software development is concerned with creating
computer programs that perform efficiently. Computer architecture is
concerned with developing optimal hardware for specific computational
needs. The areas of artificial intelligence (AI 2 ) and human-computer
interfacing often involve the development of both software and hardware to
solve specific problems.
1. Software Development
In developing computer software, computer scientists and engineers
study various areas and techniques of software design, such as the best

1

2

Underlying all of these specific goals is the desire to better the human condition today and in the future through
the improved use of information.˖䖭ᰃϔϾצ㺙হˈℷᐌ䇁ᑣᑨЎ The desire to better … information is
underlying all of these specific goals.ǄЏ䇁䚼ߚⱘЁᖗ䆡 desire ৢ䴶䎳њϔϾ䕗䭓ⱘϡᅮᓣⷁ䇁ᅮ䇁ˈ䞛
⫼צ㺙䇁ᑣᰃЎњ䙓ܡ༈䞡㛮䕏Ǆ
AI˖ҎᎹᱎ㛑˄artificial intelligence ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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retrieve 
v. Ẕ㋶
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⫳ੑ਼ᳳ
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˷ᐌ
~s˹㾘Ḑˈ㾘㣗
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n. ᅲ⦄ˈᠻ㸠

types of programming languages and algorithms to use in specific programs,
how to efficiently store and retrieve information, and the computational
limits of certain software-computer combinations. Software designers must
consider many factors when developing a program. Often, program
performance in one area must be sacrificed for the sake of the general
performance of the software. For instance, since computers have only a
limited amount of memory, software designers must limit the number of
features they include in a program so that it will not require more memory
than the system it is designed for can supply.
Software engineering is an area of software development in which
computer scientists and engineers study methods and tools that facilitate the
efficient development of correct, reliable, and robust computer programs.
Research in this branch of computer science considers all the phases of the
software life cycle, which begins with a formal problem specification, and
progresses to the design of a solution, its implementation as a program,
testing of the program, and program maintenance. Software engineers
develop software tools and collections of tools called programming
environments to improve the development process. For example, tools can
help to manage the many components of a large program that is being
written by a team of programmers.
2. Computer Architecture

optimization


n.˄᳔˅Ӭ࣪ˈ
᳔Շ࣪

1

Computer architecture is the design and analysis of new computer
systems. Computer architects study ways of improving computers by
increasing their speed, storage capacity, and reliability, and by reducing
their cost and power consumption. Computer architects develop both
software and hardware models to analyze the performance of existing and
proposed computer designs, and then use this analysis to guide the
development of new computers. They are often involved with the
engineering of a new computer because the accuracy of their models
depends on the design of the computer’s circuitry. Many computer
architects are interested in developing computers that are specialized for
particular applications such as image processing, signal processing, or the
control of mechanical systems. The optimization of computer architecture
to specific tasks often yields higher performance, lower cost, or both1.

The optimization of computer architecture to specific tasks often yields higher performance, lower cost, or
both.˖ᣝ✻⡍ᅮӏࡵᇍ䅵ㅫᴎԧ㋏㒧ᵘ䖯㸠ⱘӬ࣪ˈᐌᐌᏺᴹᗻ㛑ⱘᦤ催ǃ៤ᴀⱘ䰡Ԣϸ㗙ǄᴀহЁ
ⱘҟ䆡 to 㸼⼎ĀᣝāĀᣝ✻āǄ
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3. Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI) research seeks to enable computers and
machines to mimic human intelligence and sensory processing ability, and
models human behavior with computers to improve our understanding of
intelligence. The many branches of AI research include machine learning,
inference, cognition, knowledge representation, problem solving, casebased reasoning, natural language understanding, speech recognition,
computer vision, and artificial neural networks.
4. Robotics
Another area of computer science that has found wide practical use is
robotics—the design and development of computer controlled mechanical
devices. Robots range in complexity from toys to automated factory
assembly lines, and relieve humans from tedious, repetitive, or dangerous
tasks. Robots are also employed where requirements of speed, precision,
consistency, or cleanliness exceed what humans can accomplish.
Roboticists—scientists involved in the field of robotics—study the many
aspects of controlling robots. These aspects include modeling the robot’s
physical properties, modeling its environment, planning its actions,
directing its mechanisms efficiently, using sensors to provide feedback to
the controlling program, and ensuring the safety of its behavior. They also
study ways of simplifying the creation of control programs. One area of
research seeks to provide robots with more of the dexterity and adaptability
of humans, and is closely associated with AI.
5. Human-Computer Interfacing
Human-computer interfaces provide the means for people to use
computers. An example of a human-computer interface is the keyboard,
which lets humans enter commands into a computer and enter text into a
specific application. The diversity of research into human-computer
interfacing corresponds to the diversity of computer users and applications.
However, a unifying theme is the development of better interfaces and
experimental evaluation of their effectiveness. Examples include improving
computer access for people with disabilities, simplifying program use,
developing three-dimensional input and output devices for virtual reality,
improving handwriting and speech recognition, and developing head-up
displays for aircraft instruments in which critical information such as speed,
altitude, and heading are displayed on a screen in front of the pilot’s
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window. One area of research, called visualization, is concerned with
graphically presenting large amounts of data so that people can
comprehend its key properties.

V. Connection of Computer Science to Other Disciplines
Theoretical computer science draws many of its approaches from
mathematics and logic. Research in numerical computation overlaps
with mathematics research in numerical analysis. Computer architects
work closely with the electrical engineers who design the circuits of a
computer.
Beyond these historical connections, there are strong ties between AI
research and psychology, neurophysiology, and linguistics. Human-computer
interface research also has connections with psychology. Roboticists work
with both mechanical engineers and physiologists in designing new robots.
Computer science also has indirect relationships with virtually all
disciplines that use computers. Applications developed in other fields often
involve collaboration with computer scientists, who contribute their
knowledge of algorithms, data structures, software engineering, and
existing technology. In return, the computer scientists have the opportunity
to observe novel applications of computers, from which they gain a deeper
insight into their use. These relationships make computer science a highly
interdisciplinary field of study.
üüüüüüüüüüüüüüüü

Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. Computer science, which traces its roots to work done by English
mathematician Charles Babbage, is a combination of theory, engineering,
and ________.
2. Computer science can be divided into four main fields: software
development, computer architecture, human-computer ________, and
artificial intelligence.
3. Computer science is said to be a highly ________ field of study
because it has strong ties with many disciplines and indirect relationships
with virtually all disciplines that use computers.
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4. According to the text, it was the ________ that made possible the
advent of the personal computer.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. artificial neural network
2. computer architecture
3. robust computer program
4. human-computer interface
5. knowledge representation

6. ᭄ؐߚᵤ
7. ᑣ䆒䅵⦃๗
8. ᭄㒧ᵘ
9. ᄬټẔ㋶ֵᙃ
10. 㰮ᢳ⦄ᅲ
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Section C
Digital Devices

differentiate


v. ऎߚˈऎ߿
dedicate 
v. ᡞĂ⤂㒭˗ᡞĂ
⫼Ѣ˄to˅

1

At one time, it was possible to define three distinct categories of
computers. Mainframes were housed in large, closet-sized metal frames.
Minicomputers were smaller, less expensive, and less powerful, but they
could support multiple users and run business software. Microcomputers
were clearly differentiated from computers in other categories because
they were dedicated to a single user and their CPUs1 consisted of a single
microprocessor chip.
Today, microprocessors are no longer a distinction between computer
categories because just about every computer uses one or more
microprocessors as its CPU. The term minicomputer has fallen into disuse,
and the terms microcomputer and mainframe are used with less and less

CPU˖Ё༂໘⧚఼˄central processing unit ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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frequency.

I. Enterprise Computers
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Today’s most powerful computers include supercomputers,
mainframes, and servers. These devices are generally used in businesses
and government agencies. They have the ability to service many
simultaneous users and process data at very fast speeds.
1. Supercomputers
A computer falls into the supercomputer category if it is, at the time of
construction, one of the fastest computers in the world. Because of their
speed, supercomputers can tackle complex tasks that just would not be
practical for other computers. Typical uses for supercomputers include
breaking codes, modeling worldwide weather systems, and simulating
nuclear explosions.
Computer manufacturers such as IBM1, Cray2, and China’s NRCPC3
have in recent years held top honors for the world’s fastest computer.
Supercomputer speeds are measured in petaflops (PFLOPS4). One petaflop
is an astounding 1,000,000,000,000,000 (quadrillion) calculations per
second. That’s about 20,000 times faster than your laptop computer.
2. Mainframes
A mainframe computer (or simply a mainframe) is a large and
expensive computer capable of simultaneously processing data for hundreds
or thousands of users. Its main processing circuitry is housed in a
closet-sized cabinet; but after large components are added for storage and
output, a mainframe installation can fill a good-sized room.
Mainframes are generally used by businesses and government agencies
to provide centralized storage, processing, and management for large
amounts of data. For example, banks depend on mainframes as their

IBM˖䰙ଚ⫼ᴎ఼݀ৌ˄International Business Machines ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅ˈϔᆊ䲚ֵᙃᡔᴃǃ䆶᳡ࡵ
Ϯࡵ㾷އᮍḜѢϔԧⱘ݀ৌˈ߯ゟѢ 1911 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢㒑㑺Ꮂ䰓㩭ܟᏖ˄Armonk˅Ǆ
Cray˖ܟ䳋݀ৌˈϔᆊ䍙㑻䅵ㅫᴎࠊ䗴ଚˈ߯ゟѢ 1972 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢ढⲯ乓Ꮂ㽓䲙Ꮦˈ2019 ᑈ㹿
Ϣ݀ৌ˄Hewlett-Packard Enterprise˅ᬊ䌁Ǆ
NRCPC˖˄Ё˅ᆊᑊ㸠䅵ㅫᴎᎹᡔᴃⷨおЁᖗ˄National Research Center of Parallel Computer
Engineering and Technology ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆ
PFLOPS˖↣⾦गϛғ⍂⚍䖤ㅫ˄petaflops ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆflops ㋏ floating-point operations per second ⱘ佪ᄫ
↡㓽⬹ˈ㸼⼎Ā↣⾦⍂⚍䖤ㅫ᭄āǄ
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typically 
ad. ϔ㠀ഄˈ䗮ᐌ

computer of choice1 to ensure reliability, data security, and centralized
control. The price of a mainframe computer typically starts at several
hundred thousand dollars and can easily exceed $1 million.
3. Servers

Web site
㔥キˈキ⚍
ecommerce

n. ⬉ᄤଚࡵ
merchandise


n.˷ᘏ⿄˹ଚક
configure


v. 䜡㕂

The purpose of a server is to “serve” data to computers connected to a
network. When you search Google2 or access a Web3 site, the information
you obtain is provided by servers. At ecommerce sites, the store’s
merchandise information is housed in database servers. Email, chat,
Skype4, and online multiplayer games are all operated by servers.
Technically, just about any computer can be configured to perform the
work of a server. However, computer manufacturers such as IBM and Dell5
offer devices classified as servers that are especially suited for storing and
distributing data on networks. These devices are about the size of a desk
drawer and are often mounted in racks of multiple servers.

II. Personal Computers

abbreviate


v. 㓽ݭ
portable 
a. ֓ᨎᓣⱘ˗ৃ⿏
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A personal computer is designed to meet the computing needs of an
individual. These computers were originally referred to as microcomputers.
Personal computers provide access to a wide variety of computing
applications, such as word processing, photo editing, email, and Internet
access.
The term personal computer is sometimes abbreviated as PC 6 .
However, PC can also refer to a specific type of personal computer that
descended from the original IBM PC and runs Windows software.
Personal computers can be classified as desktop, portable, or mobile
devices. The lines that delineate these categories are sometimes a bit
blurry, but the general characteristics of each category are described below.

of choice˖ᑨܜ䗝ᢽⱘ˗佪䗝ⱘ˗ᑓফ䖢ⱘǄ
Google˖䈋℠݀ৌˈܼ⧗᳔ⱘ᧰㋶ᓩ᪢݀ৌˈϮࡵ㣗ೈࣙᣀ㔥㒰ֵᙃ᳡ࡵǃ᧰㋶ᓩ᪢ǃ⿏ࡼ᪡㋏㒳ㄝˈ
߯ゟѢ 1998 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢ࡴ߽⽣ሐѮᎲ㡦ᓋ㓈ᇸ˄Mountain ViewˈѺ䆥Āቅ᱃ජā˅Ǆ
Web˖ϛ㓈㔥ˈWWW 㔥˄ܼ⿄Ў World Wide Web  World-Wide Webˈᐌ㓽⬹Ў WWWǃw3ǃW3 
Web˅Ǆ
Skype˖䆃Շ᱂ˈϔℒेᯊ䗮ֵ䕃ӊˈ⬅ Skype Limited ݀ৌᓔথǃ䖤㸠ǄSkype Limited ߯ゟѢ1998 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢश
Ểˈ2011 ᑈ㹿ᖂ䕃݀ৌᬊ䌁ˈ៤Ўᖂ䕃ⱘϔϾ⣀ゟ䚼䮼ǄSkype 䇏 Ǆ
Dell˖᠈ᇨ݀ৌˈϔᆊᓔথǃࠊ䗴䫔ଂ䅵ㅫᴎঞⳌ݇ѻકⱘ݀ৌˈ߯ゟѢ 1984 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢ᕫܟ
㧼ᮃᎲᳫᖋ㔫˄ܟRound Rock˅Ǆ
PC˖ϾҎ䅵ㅫᴎˈϾҎ⬉㛥˄personal computer ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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1. Desktops
A desktop computer fits on a desk and runs on power from an electrical
wall outlet. The keyboard is typically a separate component connected to
the main unit by a cable. A desktop computer can be housed in a vertical
case or in a horizontal case. In some modern desktops, called all-in-one
units, the system board is incorporated into the display device.
Desktop computers are popular for offices and schools where
portability is not important. Their operating systems include Microsoft1
Windows, macOS 2 , and Linux 3 . The price of an entry-level desktop
computer starts at $500 or a bit less.
2. Portables
A portable computer runs on battery power. Its screen, keyboard,
camera, storage devices, and speakers are fully contained in a single case so
that the device can be easily transported from one place to another. Portable
computers include laptops, tablets, and smartphones.
(1) Laptops

clamshell


n. 㲸
hinged 
a. ᳝䫄䫒ⱘ
hard disk
⹀˄⺕˅Ⲭ
form factor
˄⬉ᄤѻકㄝⱘ˅
⠽⧚ሎᇌᔶ⢊˗
㾘Ḑ
app 
n. ᑨ⫼ᑣ
˄application ⱘ㓽
⬹˅
1

A laptop computer (also referred to as a notebook computer) is a small,
lightweight personal computer designed like a clamshell with a keyboard as
the base and a screen on the hinged cover. Most laptops use the same
operating systems as desktop computers, with the exception of
Chromebooks4, which use Google’s Chrome OS5 as their operating system.
A Chromebook is a special category of laptop, designed to be
connected to the Internet for most routine computing activities.
Chromebook owners use Web-based software and store all their data in the
cloud rather than on a local hard disk. Chromebooks use a standard
clamshell form factor, so they look very much like a laptop. Their
sub-$300 price tags are attractive to consumers who primarily browse the
Web and use Web-based apps.

Microsoft˖ᖂ䕃݀ৌˈܼ⧗᳔ⱘ⬉㛥䕃ӊᦤկଚˈ߯ゟѢ 1975 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢ढⲯ乓Ꮂ䳋ᖋ㩭ᖋᏖ
˄Redmond˅Ǆ
2
macOS˖Mac ᪡㋏㒳ˈ㣍ᵰ݀ৌЎ Mac ㋏߫ѻકᓔথⱘϧሲ᪡㋏㒳ǄOS˖᪡㋏㒳
˄operating system
ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
3
Linux˖Linux ᪡㋏㒳ˈϔ⾡㞾⬅ᓔᬒ⑤ⷕⱘ㉏ UNIX ᪡㋏㒳ˈ݊ݙḌ⬅㢀݄Ҏᵫ㒇ᮃgᠬ⪺ݍ
˄Linus Torvalds˅Ѣ 1991 ᑈ 10 ᳜佪থᏗǄ
4
Chromebook˖䈋℠݀ৌߎⱘ㔥㒰ヨ䆄ᴀ˄Ϟ㔥ᴀ˅Ǆ
5
Chrome OS˖Chrome ᪡㋏㒳ˈ䈋℠݀ৌЎϞ㔥ᴀ䆒䅵ⱘ䕏䞣㑻ᓔ⑤᪡㋏㒳Ǆ
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touch-sensitive


a. 㾺ᬣⱘ
touch-sensitive
screen
㾺ᩌሣ
cell phone
㳖ぱ⬉䆱ˈ
⿏ࡼ⬉䆱ˈᴎ
slate 
n. & a. ᵓ˄ⱘ˅
slate tablet
ᑇᵓ⬉㛥
configuration


n. 䜡㕂
convertible


a. ৃ䕀বⱘ˗ৃ䕀
ᤶⱘ˗ৃᡬⱘ
smartphone

n. ᱎ㛑ᴎ

touchscreen

n. 㾺ᩌሣˈ㾺ሣ

(2) Tablets
A tablet computer is a portable computing device featuring a
touch-sensitive screen that can be used for input as well as for output.
Tablet computers use specialized operating systems, such as iOS 1 and
Android2, or special operating system modes, such as Windows 10 Tablet
mode. Some models support cell phone network data plans but require apps
such as Google Voice3 or Skype for voice calls.
A slate tablet configuration is basically a screen in a narrow frame
that lacks a physical keyboard (although one can be attached). The Apple4
iPad5 and Samsung6 Galaxy Tab7 are popular slate tablets. A 2-in-1 (or
convertible tablet)8 can be operated using its touch-sensitive screen or with
a physical keyboard that can be folded out of the way or removed.
(3) Smartphones
Smartphones are mobile devices that have features similar to tablet
computers, but also provide telecommunications capabilities over cell
phone networks. They can make voice calls, send text messages, and access
the Internet. Unlike a basic mobile phone, smartphones are programmable,
so they can download, store, and run software.
Smartphones are the most commonly used digital device in the world.
A smartphone features a small keyboard or touchscreen and is designed to
fit into a pocket, run on batteries, and be used while you are holding it in
your hands.
Smartphones are equipped with built-in speech recognition that allows
you to ask questions and control the device using spoken commands.
Smartphones also include GPS9 capability so that apps are able to provide

1
2

3

4

5
6
7
8

9

iOS˖iOS ᪡㋏㒳ˈॳৡ iPhone OSˈ㋏㣍ᵰ݀ৌЎ݊⿏ࡼ䆒ᓔথⱘ᪡㋏㒳Ǆ
Android˖ᅝध᪡㋏㒳ˈϔ⾡Ѣ Linux ⱘ㞾⬅Ϩᓔᬒ⑤ҷⷕⱘ᪡㋏㒳ˈЏ㽕⫼Ѣ⿏ࡼ䆒ˈ᳔߱⬅
ᅝ䖾g剕ᆒ˄Andy Rubin˅ㄝᓔথˈৢ⬅䈋℠݀ৌᓔᬒᴎ㘨ⲳᬍ䖯Ǆ
Google Voice˖䈋℠П䷇ˈㅔ⿄ GVˈ䈋℠݀ৌߎⱘϔ⾡⬉䆱᳡ࡵˈ䗮䖛᠔ᦤկⱘϔϾ⣀ゟⱘ㕢⬉䆱
োⷕᴹㅵ⧚⫼᠋᠔᳝ⱘᴎোⷕǃ⬉䆱োⷕǃ䇁䷇䚂ӊǃⷁֵㄝǄ
Apple˖㣍ᵰ݀ৌˈЏ㽕Ϯࡵࣙᣀ⍜䌍⬉ᄤѻકǃ䅵ㅫᴎ䕃ӊǃ㒓᳡ࡵϾҎ䅵ㅫᴎˈ߯ゟѢ 1976 ᑈˈ
ᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢ࡴ߽⽣ሐѮᎲϬ⦔㩖䇎˄Cupertino˅Ǆ
iPad˖㣍ᵰ݀ৌߎⱘᑇᵓ⬉㛥ѻક㋏߫Ǆ
Samsung˖ϝ᯳䲚ಶˈ߯ゟѢ 1938 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ䶽Ҁ⭓䘧ජफᏖˈϝ᯳⬉ᄤᰃ݊Ḍᖗᄤ݀ৌǄ
Galaxy Tab˖ϝ᯳݀ৌߎⱘᑇᵓ⬉㛥ѻક㋏߫Ǆ
2-in-1 (or convertible tablet)˖Ѡড়ϔᑇᵓ⬉㛥˄বᔶᴀ˅Ǆconvertible tablet ৃ䆥ЎĀৃবᔶᑇᵓ⬉㛥ā
ĀবᔶᑇᵓāĀবᔶᴀāㄝǄ
GPS˖ܼ⧗˄ि᯳˅ᅮԡ㋏㒳˄Global Positioning System ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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location-based services such as a route navigation map or a list of nearby
restaurants.

n. ᇐ㟾˗㟾㸠

notepad 
n. 䆄џᴀ˗֓ㄎ㈓˗
ᢡ㒌㈓
suite 
n.˄ৠ㉏⠽ⱘ˅㋏
߫ˈ㒘ˈ༫

Smartphones evolved from basic cell phones and PDAs 1 . A PDA
(personal digital assistant) was a handheld device used as an electronic
appointment book, calculator, and notepad. Modern smartphones include a
similar suite of applications, but they also have access to a huge variety of
mobile apps that help you calculate tips, play your favorite music, and
entertain you with games.
The operating systems for smartphones are similar to those used for
tablet computers. iOS is used on the iPad and iPhone2. Microsoft Windows
10 Mobile3 is used on smartphones that offer a similar user experience as
Windows laptops. The Android operating system used on Samsung tablets
is also used for Samsung Galaxy4 and Motorola5 Droid6 smartphones.

niche 
n. 㓱䱭Ꮦഎˈ߽
ᏖഎˈᇣӫᏖഎ
fitness tracker
ع䑿䎳䏾఼ˈ
ع䑿䗑䏾఼
smartwatch

n. ᱎ㛑㸼
wearable computer
ৃこ᠈䅵ㅫᴎˈ
こ᠈ᓣ䅵ㅫᴎ
tad 
n.Ǉষǈᖂ䞣


1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8

III. Niche Devices
The list of digital devices is long. Many devices, such as fitness
trackers, cameras, and handheld GPSs, are dedicated to specific tasks.
Other devices perform a wider variety of tasks.
Niche devices all have one thing in common: They contain a
microprocessor. Some of these devices, such as smartwatches and fitness
trackers, can be classified as wearable computers.
1. Raspberry Pi7
A full computer system unit that is just a tad8 larger than a deck of
cards, the Raspberry Pi can be connected to a keyboard and screen for a full
computer experience. These little devices cost less than $50 and provide an
inexpensive platform for experimenting with programming, robotics, and
just about any creative computer application you can imagine.

PDA˖ϾҎ᭄ᄫࡽ⧚˄personal digital assistant ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
iPhone˖㣍ᵰᴎˈ㣍ᵰ݀ৌⷨথঞ䫔ଂⱘᱎ㛑ᴎ㋏߫Ǆ
Windows 10 Mobile˖Windows 10 ⿏ࡼ⠜ˈᖂ䕃ᓔথⱘᴎ᪡㋏㒳Ǆ
Galaxy˖ϝ᯳݀ৌߎⱘᱎ㛑ᴎ㋏߫Ǆ
Motorola˖ᨽᠬ㔫ᢝ݀ৌˈϔᆊ⍝ঞ⍜䌍⬉ᄤǃ⿏ࡼ䗮ֵǃѦ㘨㔥乚ඳⱘ݀ৌˈ߯ゟѢ 1928 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡ
Ѣ㕢Ӟ߽䇎ӞᎲ㙪ྚ˄Schaumburg˅ˈ2011 ᑈᢚߚЎᨽᠬ㔫ᢝ㋏㒳݀ৌᨽᠬ㔫ᢝ⿏ࡼ݀ৌˈৢ㗙
⦄Ў㘨ᛇ䲚ಶ᮫ϟⱘܼ䌘ᄤ݀ৌǄ
Droid˖ᨽᠬ㔫ᢝϢ㕢⬉ֵ݀ৌ Verizon˄࿕⨲Ể˅ঞ䈋℠݀ৌড়ⱘᱎ㛑ᴎક⠠Ǆ
Raspberry Pi˖ᷥ㥧⌒ˈ⬅㣅㒘㒛 Raspberry Pi Foundation ߎⱘϔℒ䩜ᇍ⬉㛥Ϯԭ⠅ད㗙ǃᬭᏜǃ
ᇣᄺ⫳ҹঞᇣൟӕϮㄝ⫼᠋ⱘ䗋Դ⬉㛥Ǆ
a tad˖ᖂˈ⬹ᖂǄ
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console 
n. ࠊৄˈ᪡㒉ৄ

stream 
v. ⌕᪁

2. Game Consoles
Devices for playing computer games include Sony’s 1 PlayStation 2,
Nintendo’s 3 Wii 4 , and Microsoft’s Xbox 5 . They feature powerful
processing capability and excellent graphics, but they are generally used for
dedicated game playing and streaming videos rather than running
application software.
3. Portable Media Players
Media players, such as the iPod Touch6, revolutionized the music
industry by providing consumers with a handheld device that can store and
play thousands of songs. These devices are controlled by touchscreens or
simple click-wheel mechanisms7.
4. Smartwatches

dub 
v. 㒭 Ă 䍋 㓄 ো ˗
ᡞĂ⿄Ў



Watches and clocks were some of the first devices to go digital. Mass
produced in the 1970s with a price as low as $10, these watches were
limited to time and date functions. In 2013, Samsung, Google, and
Qualcomm 8 introduced a new breed of digital watch. Dubbed
smartwatches, these multifunction devices can include a camera,
thermometer, compass, calculator, cell phone, GPS, media player, and
fitness tracker. Some smartwatch functions are onboard the device, whereas
other functions require access to the Internet or to the wearer’s smartphone.





calorie 
n. व˄䏃䞠˅
˗⛁䞣
graph 
v. ⫼˄㸼ǃ
᳆㒓ㄝ˅㸼⼎
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8

9

5. Activity Trackers
To monitor activity throughout the day, you can wear a fitness tracker.
These devices, worn on the wrist or clipped to a pocket, monitor your steps
and heart rate. They can calculate calories, graph your fitness
achievements, and share information with your Facebook9 friends.

Sony˖㋶ሐ݀ৌˈ㒣㧹㣗ೈࣙᣀ⬉ᄤǃစФǃ䞥㵡ǃֵᙃᡔᴃㄝˈ߯ゟѢ 1946 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ᮹ᴀϰҀǄ
PlayStation˖ㅔ⿄ PSˈ㋶ሐߎⱘᆊ⫼␌៣ᴎક⠠Ǆ
Nintendo˖ӏූ᷾ᓣӮ⼒ˈϔᆊ␌៣စФӕϮˈ⦄Џ㽕⫳ѻ䫔ଂᆊ⫼␌៣ᴎ␌៣䕃ӊˈ߯ゟѢ
1889 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ᮹ᴀҀ䛑ᏖǄ
Wii˖ӏූߎⱘᆊ⫼␌៣ᴎǄ
Xbox˖ᖂ䕃ᓔথⱘᆊ⫼␌៣ᴎ㋏߫Ǆ
iPod Touch˖iPod ㋏㣍ᵰ݀ৌߎⱘ㋏߫֓ᨎᓣ᭄ᄫၦԧ᪁ᬒ఼ǄiPod Touch ሲѢ iPod ㋏߫ⱘߚᬃǄ
click-wheel mechanisms˖⚍ᣝᓣ䗝Ⲭᴎࠊˈ⬅ϔϾ䕀䕂ѨϾ⠽⧚ᣝ䪂㒘៤ˈ㦰ऩᣝ䪂ԡѢ䕀䕂Ϟᮍˈ
ࠡ䖯ˋৢ䗔ᣝ䪂ԡѢᎺেϸջˈ᪁ᬒˋ᱖ذᣝ䪂ԡѢϟᮍˈ⹂ᅮᣝ䪂ԡѢЁ䯈Ǆ
Qualcomm˖催䗮݀ৌˈϔᆊ᮴㒓⬉䗮ֵᡔᴃ㢃⠛ⷨথ݀ৌˈ߯ゟѢ 1985 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢ࡴ߽⽣ሐ
ѮᎲ䗁ៜᏖǄ
Facebook˖㜌кˈ㜌䈅ˈϔᆊ⼒Ѹ㔥㒰᳡ࡵ㔥キˈ߯ゟѢ 2004 ᑈˈᘏ䚼ԡѢ㕢ࡴ߽⽣ሐѮᎲ䮼⋯Ꮹܟ
˄Menlo Park˅Ǆ
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6. Smart Appliances
microcontroller


n. ᖂࠊ఼

Modern refrigerators, washing machines, and other appliances are
controlled by integrated circuits called microcontrollers that combine
sensors with processing circuitry. Microcontrollers can monitor energy
efficiency, offer programmed start times, and may be controlled remotely
from a smartphone or laptop.
üüüüüüüüüüüüüüüü

Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. A computer is classified as a(n) ________ if it is one of the fastest
computers in the world when constructed. The speed of such computers is
measured in ________.
2. A(n) ________ computer is the only type of personal computer that
must remain plugged into an electrical source during operation.
3. Portable computers include laptops, ________, and smartphones, all
of which run on battery power.
4. Some niche devices, such as smartwatches and fitness trackers, can
be classified as ________ computers.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. niche device
2. fitness tracker
3. touch-sensitive screen
4. mainframe computer

5.
6.
7.
8.

㝱Ϟൟ䅵ㅫᴎ
ᑇᵓ⬉㛥
֓ᨎᓣၦԧ᪁ᬒ఼
⹀Ⲭ

Unit 2

Computer Architecture
˄䅵ㅫᴎԧ㋏㒧ᵘ˅
˅

Section A
Computer Hardware

I. Introduction
Computer hardware is the equipment involved in the function of a
computer and consists of the components that can be physically handled.
The function of these components is typically divided into three main
categories: input, output, and storage. Components in these categories
connect to microprocessors, specifically, the computer’s central processing
unit (CPU), the electronic circuitry that provides the computational ability
and control of the computer, via wires or circuitry called a bus.
Software, on the other hand, is the set of instructions a computer uses

Unit 2
video game
⬉ᄤ␌៣

firmware


n.˷ᘏ⿄˹ӊ
light pen
ܝヨ
stylus 
˄
˷˹-luses
-li ˅
n. 䕧ܹヨˈܝヨ
pointer 
n. ᣛ䩜˄ܝᷛ˅
˗
ᣛ⼎ᄫˈᣛ⼎ヺ
cursor 
n. ܝᷛ
joystick 
n. ࠊᴚˈ᪡㒉ᴚˈ
␌៣ᴚ
lever 
n.˄ᴴ˅ᴚ˗ࠊᴚ
navigate 
v. 㟾㸠˄Ѣ˅
˗
˄ЎĂ˅乚㟾˗ᣛᓩ
function key
ࡳ㛑䬂ˈ᪡䬂ˈ
ߑ᭄䬂
trackball 
n. 䎳䏾⧗ˈ䔼䗍⧗
scanner 
n. ᠿᦣҾ˗
ᠿᦣᑣ
flatbed scanner
ᑇᵓᠿᦣҾ
photocopier


n. ॄᴎ
hand-held scanner
ᣕᓣᠿᦣҾ
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to manipulate data, such as a word-processing program or a video game.
These programs are usually stored and transferred via the computer’s
hardware to and from the CPU. Software also governs how the hardware is
utilized; for example, how information is retrieved from a storage device.
The interaction between the input and output hardware is controlled by
software called the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS1) software.
Although microprocessors are still technically considered to be
hardware, portions of their function are also associated with computer
software. Since microprocessors have both hardware and software aspects,
they are therefore often referred to as firmware.

II. Input Hardware
Input hardware consists of external devices—that is, components
outside of the computer’s CPU—that provide information and instructions
to the computer. A light pen is a stylus with a light sensitive tip that is used
to draw directly on a computer’s video screen or to select information on
the screen by pressing a clip in the light pen or by pressing the light pen
against the surface of the screen. The pen contains light sensors that identify
which portion of the screen it is passed over. A mouse is a pointing device
designed to be gripped by one hand. It has a detection device on the bottom
that enables the user to control the motion of an on-screen pointer, or
cursor, by moving the mouse on a flat surface. As the device moves across
the surface, the cursor moves across the screen. To select items or choose
commands on the screen, the user presses a button on the mouse. A joystick
is a pointing device composed of a lever that moves in multiple directions
to navigate a cursor or other graphical object on a computer screen. A
keyboard is a typewriter-like device that allows the user to type in text and
commands to the computer. Some keyboards have special function keys or
integrated pointing devices, such as a trackball or touch-sensitive regions
that let the user’s finger motions move an on-screen cursor.
An optical scanner uses light-sensing equipment to convert images
such as a picture or text into electronic signals that can be manipulated by a
computer. For example, a photograph can be scanned into a computer and
then included in a text document created on that computer. The two most
common scanner types are the flatbed scanner, which is similar to an
office photocopier, and the hand-held scanner, which is passed manually

BIOS˖ᴀ䕧ܹˋ䕧ߎ㋏㒳˄Basic Input/Output System ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
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module 
n. ഫ
modulator


n. 䇗ࠊ఼
demodulator


n. 㾷䇗఼
standalone


a. ⣀ゟⱘ
liquid crystal display
⎆ᰒ⼎˄఼˅
clarity 
n. ⏙᱄ˈᯢ᱄
emission 
n. থߎ˗ᇘߎ˗থᇘ
backlighting


n. 㚠ৢ✻ᯢ˗㚠ܝ
backlight 
˄ -lighted  -lit
˅
v. Ң㚠ৢ✻҂
diode 
n. Ѡᵕㅵ
light-emitting diode
থܝѠᵕㅵ
copier 
n. ॄᴎ
ink jet printer
ᠧॄᴎ
nozzle 
n. ఈ˗ㅵఈ
cartridge 
n. Ⲧˈࣷ
ink cartridge
Ⲧ
laser printer
▔ܝᠧॄᴎ
drum 
n. ⺕哧
electrostatic


a. 䴭⬉ⱘ˗䴭⬉ᄺⱘ

1
2
3

across the image to be processed. A microphone is a device for converting
sound into signals that can then be stored, manipulated, and played back by
the computer. A voice recognition module is a device that converts spoken
words into information that the computer can recognize and process.
A modem, which stands for modulator-demodulator, is a device that
connects a computer to a telephone line and allows information to be
transmitted to or received from another computer. Each computer that sends
or receives information must be connected to a modem. The information
sent from one computer is converted by the modem into an audio signal,
which is then transmitted by telephone lines to the receiving modem, which
converts the signal into information that the receiving computer can
understand.

III. Output Hardware
A computer display device that simply displays text and images is
classified as an output device. Touchscreens, however, can be classified as
both input and output devices because they accept input and also display
output. Standalone display devices, sometimes called monitors, are popular
for desktop computers. Display devices for laptops, tablets, and handheld
devices are built into the system units, but these devices may also accept an
external monitor. Two technologies are commonly used for display devices:
LCD1 and LED2. LCD (liquid crystal display) technology produces an
image by filtering light through a layer of liquid crystal cells. The
advantages of LCD screens include display clarity, low radiation emission,
portability, and compactness. The source of the light that filters through the
LCD is referred to as backlighting. Most modern screens are backlit with
LED (light-emitting diode) technology and are marketed as LED displays.
Today’s best-selling multifunction printers use ink jet or laser
technology and can also serve as scanners, copiers, and fax machines. An
ink jet printer has a nozzle-like print head that sprays ink onto paper to
form characters and graphics. The print head in a color ink jet printer
consists of a series of nozzles, each with its own ink cartridge. A laser
printer uses the same technology as a photocopier to paint dots of light on
a light-sensitive drum. Electrostatically charged ink3 is applied to the
drum and then transferred to paper. A basic laser printer produces only

LCD˖⎆ᰒ⼎˄఼˅
˄liquid crystal display ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
LED˖থܝѠᵕㅵ˄light-emitting diode ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆ
electrostatically charged ink˖ᏺ䴭⬉ⱘ∈Ǆ

Unit 2
resin 
n. ᷥ㛖˗ড়៤ᷥ㛖
additive 
a. ⏏ࡴⱘ
n. ⏏ࡴ⠽˗⏏ࡴࠖ
additive
manufacturing
ᴤࠊ䗴
fuse 
v. ❨ড়˗❨ޱ
filament 
n. 㒚ϱ˗♃ϱ
main memory
Џᄬ˄˅఼ټ
random 
a. 䱣ᴎⱘ˗ӏᛣⱘ
random access
memory 䱣ᴎ˄ᄬ
প˅ᄬ఼ټ
read-only memory
া䇏ᄬ఼ټ
boot 
v. ਃࡼˈᓩᇐ˄up˅
boot loader
ᓩᇐ㺙ܹᑣˈᓩ
ᇐࡴ䕑ᑣ
corrupt 
v. ⸈ണˈᤳണ˗㜤㱔
volatile 
a. ᯧ༅˄ᗻ˅ⱘ
mass storage
⍋䞣ᄬˈ఼ټ
ᆍ䞣ᄬ఼ټ
magnetize
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black-and-white printouts. Color laser printers are available, but they are
somewhat more costly than basic black-and-white models. The technology
that deposits ink on paper is the foundation for 3D1 printers that deposit
layers of plastic, resin, or metal that build into a three-dimensional object.
3D printing is technically called additive manufacturing. There are several
additive manufacturing technologies, but most consumer-grade 3D printers
use a technology called fused deposition modeling (FDM2) that melts a
coiled filament and deposits it in layers that harden and form an object.

IV. Storage Hardware
A computer’s main memory is organized in manageable units called
cells. To reflect the ability to access cells in any order, a computer’s main
memory is often called random access memory (RAM3). RAM is the
“waiting room” for the microprocessor. It holds raw data waiting to be
processed, the program instructions for processing that data, and
operating system instructions that control the basic functions of a
computer system. It also holds the results of processing until they can be
moved to a more permanent location.
ROM (read-only memory) contains a small set of instructions and
data called the boot loader. The boot loader instructions tell a digital
device how to start. Typically, the boot loader performs self-tests to find
out if the hardware is operating properly and may also verify that
essential programs have not been corrupted. It then loads the operating
system into RAM. Whereas RAM is temporary and volatile, ROM is
more permanent and non-volatile. The contents of ROM remain in place
even when the device is turned off.



v.˄Փ˅⺕࣪
microscopic


a. 䴲⫼ᰒᖂ䬰ϡৃ
㾕ⱘ˗ᖂᇣⱘ
cassette tape
Ⲧᓣ⺕ᏺ
floppy 
a.˄ᵒ˅䕃ⱘ
floppy disk
䕃˄⺕˅Ⲭ
1
2
3

Most computers have additional memory devices called mass
storage (or secondary storage) systems. Three types are commonly used
for personal computers: magnetic, optical, and solid state.
Magnetic storage represents data by magnetizing microscopic
particles on a disk or tape surface. The first personal computers used
cassette tapes for storage, though floppy disk storage was soon available.
Today, the most common example of magnetic storage technology is the

3D˖ϝ㓈ⱘˈゟԧⱘ˄three-dimensional ⱘ㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
FDM˖❨㵡≝⿃៤ൟ˄fused deposition modeling ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
RAM˖䱣ᴎ˄ᄬপ˅ᄬ˄఼ټrandom access memory ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
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magnetic disk
⺕Ⲭ
drive 
n. 偅ࡼ఼
hard disk drive
⹀˄⺕˅Ⲭ偅ࡼ఼
flash memory
䮾ᄬˈᖿ䮾ᄬ఼ټ
erasable 
a. ৃ᪺˄䰸˅ⱘ˗
ৃ⍜䰸ⱘ
memory card
ᄬټव
solid state drive
ᗕ偅ࡼ఼
flash drive
䮾ᄬ偅ࡼ఼

magnetic disk or hard disk drive (HDD1).
CD2, DVD3, and Blu-ray (BD4) technologies are classified as optical
storage, which represents data as microscopic light and dark spots on the
disc5 surface. Optical technologies are grouped into three categories:
read-only (ROM), recordable (R), and rewritable (RW)6.
Solid state storage (sometimes called flash memory) stores data in
erasable, rewritable circuitry. A memory card is a flat, solid state
storage medium commonly used to transfer files from digital cameras and
media players to computers. A solid state drive (SSD7) is a package of
flash memory that can be used as a substitute for a hard disk drive. A
USB8 flash drive is a portable storage device that plugs directly into a
computer’s system unit using a built-in USB connector.

V. Hardware Connections

address bus
ഄഔᘏ㒓
data bus
᭄ᘏ㒓

serial 
a. І㸠ⱘ˗䖲㓁ⱘ

1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8

To function, hardware requires physical connections that allow
components to communicate and interact. A bus provides a common
interconnected system composed of a group of wires or circuitry that
coordinates and moves information between the internal parts of a computer.
A computer bus consists of two channels: one that the CPU uses to locate
data, called the address bus, and another to send the data to that address,
called the data bus. A bus is characterized by two features: how much
information it can manipulate at one time, called the bus width, and how
quickly it can transfer these data.
A serial connection is a wire or set of wires used to transfer
information from the CPU to an external device such as a mouse, keyboard,
modem, scanner, and some types of printers. This type of connection

HDD˖⹀˄⺕˅Ⲭ偅ࡼ఼˄hard disk drive ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆhard disk  hard disk drive 㒣ᐌѦᤶՓ⫼ˈԚ
ϹḐ䇈ᴹˈhard disk ᣛᆚᇕ hard disk drive Ⲭⱘݙ⠛Ǆ
CD˖˄Ⲭܝcompact disc ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
DVD˖᭄ᄫࡳ㛑˄Ⲭܝdigital versatile disc ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
BD˖㪱˄ⲬܝܝBlu-ray disc ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
disc˖disc ᴀᴹᰃ㣅㣅䇁ⱘᣐ⊩ˈ݊ᇍᑨⱘ㕢㣅䇁ⱘᣐ⊩Ў diskǄԚᰃˈ䅵ㅫᴎ㣅䇁Ёˈ⦄݀䅸
ⱘᷛ⊩خޚᰃᇚ disc ⫼Ѣ㸼⼎ⱘⲬܝഎড়ˈ㗠ᡞ disk ⫼Ѣ᠔᳝݊Ҫⱘഎড়Ǆℸˈᴀ᭛ߎ⦄њ disc  disk
ϸ⾡ᣐݭᔶᓣǄ
read-only (ROM), recordable (R), and rewritable (RW)˖read-only (ROM) 㸼⼎Āা䇏āˈेℸ㉏Ⲭܝᡍ䞣⫳
ѻˈݙᆍা㛑䇏ˈϡ㛑ׂᬍ˗recordable (R) 㸼⼎Āৃݭāˈेℸ㉏ܕⲬܝ䆌⫼᠋㞾ᏅࠏᔩˈԚݙᆍা㛑
ݭϔˈℸৢϡ㛑ׂᬍ˗rewritable (RW) 㸼⼎Āৃ䞡ݭāˈेℸ㉏ܕⲬܝ䆌⫼᠋䞡ݭ᮴᭄ˈ݊ݙᆍৃ
ׂᬍǄ
SSD˖ᗕ偅ࡼ఼˄solid state drive ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
USB˖䗮⫼І㸠ᘏ㒓˄universal serial bus ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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transfers only one piece of data at a time, and is therefore slow. The
advantage of using a serial connection is that it provides effective
connections over long distances.
A parallel connection uses multiple sets of wires to transfer blocks of
information simultaneously. Most scanners and printers use this type of
connection. A parallel connection is much faster than a serial connection,
but it is limited to distances of less than 3 m (10 ft) between the CPU and
the external device.
üüüüüüüüüüüüüüüü

Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. The function of computer hardware is typically divided into three
main categories. They are ________, ________, and ________.
2. The software that controls the interaction between the input and
output hardware is called BIOS, which stands for ________.
3. The two most common types of scanners are ________ scanners and
________ scanners.
4. The two technologies commonly used today for display devices are
________ and ________.
5. 3D printing is technically called ________ manufacturing, and the
technology used for most consumer-grade 3D printers is called ________.
6. A computer’s main memory is often called ________.
7. Three types of mass storage systems are commonly used for
personal computers: ________, optical, and ________ state.
8. A(n) ________ connection transfers only one piece of data at a time
while a(n) ________ connection transfers blocks of information at the same
time.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. function key

2. voice recognition module
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3. multifunction printer
4. address bus
5. additive manufacturing
6. memory card
7. parallel connection
8. solid state drive
9. boot loader
10. ink cartridge
11. া䇏ᄬ఼ټ

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

⎆ᰒ⼎˄఼˅
ᠧॄᴎ
᭄ᘏ㒓
І㸠䖲
䮾ᄬ
▔ܝᠧॄᴎ
㪱Ⲭܝܝ
থܝѠᵕㅵ
䱣ᴎᄬপᄬ఼ټ

III. Fill in each of the blanks with one of the words given in the
following list, making changes if necessary:
cloud
file
flash
network

school
computer
access
drive

local
store
device
Internet

memory
external
offer
storage

Today’s digital devices may use local storage and remote storage.
Local storage refers to storage ________ and media that can be directly
attached to a(n) ________, smartphone, or appliance. Local storage options
include hard ________, CDs, DVDs, flash drives, solid state drives, and
________ cards. Most digital devices have some type of ________ storage
that is permanently available as you use the device. Built-in ________ can
be supplemented by removable storage, such as ________ drives and
memory cards.
In contrast, remote storage is housed on a(n) ________ device that can
be accessed from a(n) ________. Remote storage may be available on a
home, ________, or work network. It can also be available as a(n)
________ service, in which case it is called ________ storage. The basic
concept is that files can be ________ in a subscriber’s (⫼᠋) cloud-based
storage area and ________ by logging in from any device. Some cloud
implementations ________ a synchronization ( ৠ ℹ ࣪ ) feature that
automatically duplicates (ࠊ) ________ stored on a local device by also
saving them in the cloud.
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IV. Translate the following passage from English into Chinese:
A modem is a device that converts between analog and digital signals.
Digital signals, which are used by computers, are made up of separate units,
usually represented by a series of 1’s and 0’s. Analog signals vary
continuously; an example of an analog signal is a sound wave. Modems are
often used to enable computers to communicate with each other across
telephone lines. A modem converts the digital signals of the sending
computer to analog signals that can be transmitted through telephone lines.
When the signal reaches its destination, another modem reconstructs the
original digital signal, which is processed by the receiving computer. If both
modems can transmit data to each other simultaneously, the modems are
operating in full duplex (ঠᎹⱘ) mode; if only one modem can transmit at
a time, the modems are operating in half duplex mode.
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Section B
Components of an Operating System

I. The User Interface of an Operating System
user interface
⫼᠋⬠䴶
textual


a. ᭛ᴀⱘˈℷ᭛ⱘ
graphical user
interface
ᔶ⫼᠋⬠䴶

1

In order to perform the actions requested by the computer’s users, an
operating system must be able to communicate with those users. The
portion of an operating system that handles this communication is often
called the user interface. Older user interfaces, called shells,
communicated with users through textual messages using a keyboard and
monitor screen. More modern systems perform this task by means of a
graphical user interface (GUI1—pronounced “GOO–ee”) in which objects

GUI˖ᔶ⫼᠋⬠䴶˄graphical user interface ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ

Unit 2
pictorial 
a. ⫼㸼⼎ⱘˈ
⼎ⱘ˗ᔶ䈵࣪ⱘ
icon 
n. ᷛˈヺ
click 
v.˄哴ᷛ˅ऩߏ
fine-grained


a. 㒚㉦ᑺⱘ
touch screen
㾺ᩌሣˈ㾺ሣ
tactile 
a.˄᳝˅㾺㾝ⱘ
surround sound
⦃㒩ゟԧໄ
functionality


n. ࡳ㛑ᗻ
intermediary


n. ၦҟ˄⠽˅
˗䇗㾷
Ҏ˗Ё䯈Ҏ
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to be manipulated, such as files and programs, are represented pictorially
on the display as icons. These systems allow users to issue commands by
using one of several common input devices. For example, a computer
mouse can be used to click or drag icons on the screen. In place of a mouse,
special-purpose pointing devices or styluses are often used by graphic
artists or on several types of handheld devices. More recently, advances in
fine-grained touch screens allow users to manipulate icons directly with
their fingers. Whereas today’s GUIs use two-dimensional image projection
systems, three-dimensional interfaces that allow human users to
communicate with computers by means of 3D projection systems, tactile
sensory devices, and surround sound audio reproduction systems are
subjects of current research.
Although an operating system’s user interface plays an important
role in establishing a machine’s functionality, this framework merely
acts as an intermediary between the computer’s user and the real heart
of the operating system (Figure 2B-1). This distinction between the user
interface and the internal parts of the operating system is emphasized by
the fact that some operating systems allow a user to select among
different interfaces to obtain the most comfortable interaction for that
particular user.

Figure 2B-1: The user interface acts as an intermediary
manager

between users and the operating system’s kernel



n. ㅵ⧚ᑣˈ
ㅵ⧚఼
allocate 
v. ߚ䜡˗ߚ⌒

An important component within today’s GUI shells is the window
manager, which allocates blocks of space on the screen, called windows,
and keeps track of which application is associated with each window. When
an application wants to display something on the screen, it notifies the
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window manager, and the window manager places the desired image in the
window assigned to the application. In turn, when a mouse button is clicked,
it is the window manager that computes the mouse’s location on the screen
and notifies the appropriate application of the mouse action.
kernel 
n. ݙḌˈݙḌᑣˈ
Ḍᖗᑣ

II. The Kernel of an Operating System
In contrast to an operating system’s user interface, the internal part of
an operating system is called the kernel. An operating system’s kernel
contains those software components that perform the very basic functions
required by the computer installation.
1. File Manager

extension


n. ᠽሩ˗ᠽሩৡ
directory


n. Ⳃᔩ
folder 
n. ᭛ӊ།
subdirectory


n. ᄤⳂᔩ
hierarchical


a. ߚ㑻ⱘˈߚሖⱘˈ
ሖⱘ
directory path
Ⳃᔩ䏃ᕘ
slash 
n. ᭰㒓ˈ᭰ᴴ
prehistoric

One such unit is the file manager, whose job is to coordinate the use of
the machine’s mass storage facilities. More precisely, the file manager
maintains records of all the files stored in mass storage, including where
each file is located, which users are allowed to access the various files, and
which portions of mass storage are available for new files or extensions to
existing files. These records are kept on the individual storage medium
containing the related files so that each time the medium is placed online,
the file manager can retrieve them and thus know what is stored on that
particular medium.
For the convenience of the machine’s users, most file managers allow
files to be grouped into a bundle called a directory or folder. This approach
allows a user to organize his or her files according to their purposes by
placing related files in the same directory. Moreover, by allowing directories
to contain other directories, called subdirectories, a hierarchical organization
can be constructed. For example, a user may create a directory called
MyRecords that contains subdirectories called FinancialRecords,
MedicalRecords, and HouseHoldRecords. Within each of these
subdirectories could be files that fall within that particular category.



a. ࠡⱘ
dinosaur 
n. ᘤ啭˗
˄ᇸᣛᑳᓗ
䖛ᯊⱘ˅ᑲ✊⠽
terminate


v.˄Փ˅㒜ℶ
path expression
䏃ᕘ㸼䖒ᓣ

A chain of directories within directories is called a directory path.
Paths are often expressed by listing the directories along the path separated
by slashes. For instance, animals/prehistoric/dinosaurs
would represent the path starting at the directory named animals,
passing through its subdirectory named prehistoric, and terminating
in the sub-subdirectory dinosaurs. (For Windows users the slashes in
such a path expression are reversed as in animals\prehistoric\
dinosaurs.)

Unit 2

discretion


n. ᭳䜠އᅮ˄໘
⧚˅ⱘ㞾⬅
driver 
n. 偅ࡼᑣˈ
偅ࡼ఼
device driver
䆒偅ࡼᑣ
controller


n. ࠊ఼
peripheral


a. ೈⱘˈ䚼ⱘ
peripheral device
ೈ䆒ˈ
䚼䆒
generic 
a. ㉏ሲⱘ˗ϔ㠀ⱘ˗
䗮⫼ⱘ
decode 
v. 䆥˄ⷕ˅
ˈ㾷˄ⷕ˅
status word
⢊ᗕᄫ
handshaking


n. ᦵˈֵোѸᤶ
customize

v. ᅮࠊˈՓ⫼᠋࣪
minimal 
a. ᳔ᇣⱘ˗᳔Ԣ䰤
ᑺⱘ
multitasking


n. ӏࡵ˄໘⧚˅
reside 
v. 偏⬭ˈᐌԣ
concurrent


a. ৠᯊথ⫳ⱘˈ
ᑊথⱘ
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Any access to a file by other software units is obtained at the
discretion of 1 the file manager. The procedure begins by requesting that
the file manager grant access to the file through a procedure known as
opening the file. If the file manager approves the requested access, it
provides the information needed to find and to manipulate the file.
2. Device Driver
Another component of the kernel consists of a collection of device
drivers, which are the software units that communicate with the
controllers (or at times, directly with peripheral devices) to carry out
operations on the peripheral devices attached to the machine. Each device
driver is uniquely designed for its particular type of device (such as a printer,
disk drive, or monitor) and translates generic requests into the more
technical steps required by the device assigned to that driver. For example, a
device driver for a printer contains the software for reading and decoding
that particular printer’s status word as well as all the other handshaking
details. Thus, other software components do not have to deal with those
technicalities in order to print a file. Instead, the other components can
merely rely on the device driver software to print the file, and let the device
driver take care of the details. In this manner, the design of the other
software units can be independent of the unique characteristics of particular
devices. The result is a generic operating system that can be customized for
particular peripheral devices by merely installing the appropriate device
drivers.
3. Memory Manager
Still another component of an operating system’s kernel is the memory
manager, which is charged with the task of coordinating the machine’s use
of main memory. Such duties are minimal in an environment in which a
computer is asked to perform only one task at a time. In these cases, the
program for performing the current task is placed at a predetermined
location in main memory, executed, and then replaced by the program for
performing the next task. However, in multiuser or multitasking
environments in which the computer is asked to address many needs at the
same time, the duties of the memory manager are extensive. In these cases,
many programs and blocks of data must reside in main memory
concurrently. Thus, the memory manager must find and assign memory

at the discretion of˖⬅Ă᭳䜠އᅮ˗䱣Ăⱘᛣ㾕Ǆ
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allot 
v. ߚ䜡˗ߚ⌒

paging 
n. 义䴶䇗ᑺ˄ᡔᴃ
ᮍ⊩˅
ˈߚ义

bit pattern
ԡᓣ

shuffle 
v. ⋫˄⠠˅
˗⏋⋫
fictional 
a. ᇣ䇈ⱘ˗㰮ᵘⱘ
virtual memory
㰮ᢳݙᄬˈ㰮ᢳᄬ
఼ټ
scheduler



n. 䇗ᑺᑣ
dispatcher


n. ߚ⌒ᑣ

time-sharing


n. & a. ߚᯊ˄ⱘ˅

space for these needs and ensure that the actions of each program are
restricted to the program’s allotted space. Moreover, as the needs of
different activities come and go, the memory manager must keep track of
those memory areas no longer occupied.
The task of the memory manager is complicated further when the total
main memory space required exceeds the space actually available in the
computer. In this case the memory manager may create the illusion of
additional memory space by rotating programs and data back and forth
between main memory and mass storage (a technique called paging).
Suppose, for example, that a main memory of 8GB1 is required but the
computer only has 4GB. To create the illusion of the larger memory space,
the memory manager reserves 4GB of storage space on a magnetic disk.
There it records the bit patterns that would be stored in main memory if
main memory had an actual capacity of 8GB. This data is divided into
uniform sized units called pages, which are typically a few KB2 in size.
Then the memory manager shuffles these pages back and forth between
main memory and mass storage so that the pages that are needed at any
given time are actually present in the 4GB of main memory. The result is
that the computer is able to function as though it actually had 8GB of main
memory. This large “fictional” memory space created by paging is called
virtual memory.
4. Scheduler and Dispatcher
One of the most fundamental concepts of modern operating systems is
the distinction between a program and the activity of executing a program.
The former is a static set of directions, whereas the latter is a dynamic
activity whose properties change as time progresses. The activity of
executing a program under the control of the operating system is known as
a process. Typical time-sharing/multitasking computers are running many
processes, all competing for the computer’s resources. The tasks associated
with coordinating the execution of processes are handled by the scheduler
and dispatcher within the operating system’s kernel.
The scheduler maintains a record of the processes present in the
computer system, introduces new processes to this pool, and removes
completed processes from the pool. Thus when a user requests the

1
2

GB˖ঢ়ᄫ㡖ˈगܚᄫ㡖˄gigabyte ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆ
KB˖गᄫ㡖˄kilobyte ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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execution of an application, it is the scheduler that adds the execution of
that application to the pool of current processes.

process table
䖯㸼
oversee 
v. ⲥ㾚˗ⲥⴷ
multiprogramming


n. ˄䘧˅ᑣ䆒䅵
time slice
ᯊ䯈⠛
millisecond


n. ↿⾦
microsecond


n. ᖂ⾦
process switch
䖯䕀ᤶ
context switch
Ϟϟ᭛䕀ᤶˈ
䇁๗䕀ᤶ
initiate 
v. ᓔྟ˗থ䍋
timer 
n. 䅵ᯊ఼ˈᅮᯊ఼˗
ᅮᯊᑣ
interrupt


n. Ёᮁ
interrupt signal
Ёᮁֵো
handler 
n. ໘⧚ᑣˈ
໘⧚఼
interrupt handler
Ёᮁ໘⧚ᑣ
preempt


v. 乘ࠊܜℶ˗ᡶˈܜ
ܜऴ

To keep track of all the processes, the scheduler maintains a block of
information in main memory called the process table. Each time the
execution of a program is requested, the scheduler creates a new entry for
that process in the process table. This entry contains such information as the
memory area assigned to the process (obtained from the memory manager),
the priority of the process, and whether the process is ready or waiting. A
process is ready if it is in a state in which its progress can continue; it is
waiting if its progress is currently delayed until some external event occurs,
such as the completion of a mass storage operation, the pressing of a key at
the keyboard, or the arrival of a message from another process.
The dispatcher is the component of the kernel that oversees the
execution of the scheduled processes. In a time-sharing/multitasking system,
this task is accomplished by multiprogramming; that is, dividing time into
short segments, each called a time slice (typically measured in milliseconds
or microseconds), and then switching the CPU’s attention among the
processes as each is allowed to execute for one time slice. The procedure of
changing from one process to another is called a process switch (or a
context switch).
Each time the dispatcher awards a time slice to a process, it initiates a
timer circuit that will indicate the end of the slice by generating a signal
called an interrupt. When the CPU receives an interrupt signal, it
completes its current machine cycle, saves its position in the current process,
and begins executing a program, called an interrupt handler, which is
stored at a predetermined location in main memory. This interrupt handler is
a part of the dispatcher, and it describes how the dispatcher should respond
to the interrupt signal.
Thus, the effect of the interrupt signal is to preempt the current
process and transfer control back to the dispatcher. At this point, the
dispatcher selects the process from the process table that has the highest
priority among the ready processes (as determined by the scheduler),
restarts the timer circuit, and allows the selected process to begin its time
slice.
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Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. A modern operating system performs the task of communicating
with computer users by means of a(n) ________ user interface.
2. The kernel of a typical operating system contains such software
components as the ________ manager, various device drivers, the memory
manager, the ________, and the dispatcher.
3. When the total main memory space required exceeds the space
actually available in the computer, the memory manager may resort to
________ memory.
4. In a time-sharing/multitasking system, time is divided into short
segments, each of which is called a time ________.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. interrupt handler
2. virtual memory
3. context switch
4. main memory
5. bit pattern

6. ೈ䆒
7. 䖯㸼
8. ᯊ䯈⠛
9. ᔶ⫼᠋⬠䴶
10. ⍋䞣ᄬ఼ټ
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Section C
System Organization

I. Introduction

map 
v. ᇘ˗বᤶˈ
বഔ
repository


n. ᄬټᑧˈҧᑧ
abstract machine
ᢑ䈵ᴎ
layered 
a. ߚሖⱘ

1

The organization of a system reflects the basic strategy that is used to
structure a system. You have to make decisions on the overall
organizational model of a system early in the architectural design process.
The system organization may be directly reflected in the sub-system
structure. However, it is often the case that the sub-system model includes
more detail than the organizational model, and there is not always a simple
mapping from sub-systems to organizational structure1.
This section discusses three organizational styles that are very widely
used. These are a shared data repository style, a shared services and servers
style and an abstract machine or layered style where the system is

there is not always a simple mapping from sub-systems to organizational structure˖Ңᄤ㋏㒳ࠄ㒘㒛㒧ᵘᑊ䴲
ᘏᰃϔ⾡ㅔऩⱘᇘǄ䖭ᰃϔϾ䚼ߚ৺ᅮⱘ㒧ᵘǄ
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tier 
n.˄ϔ˅ሖ

organized as a tier of functional layers. These styles can be used separately
or together. For example, a system may be organized around a shared data
repository but may construct layers around this to present a more abstract
view of the data.

II. The Repository Model
Sub-systems making up a system must exchange information so that
they can work together effectively. There are two fundamental ways in
which this can be done.

interchange


v. ѸᤶˈѦᤶ

toolset 
n. ៤༫Ꮉˈ
Ꮉㆅ
translator


n. 㗏䆥ᑣˈ
㗏䆥఼
editor 
n. 㓪䕥ᑣˈ
㓪䕥఼
generator


n. ⫳៤ᑣˈ
⫳៤఼
analyzer 
n. ߚᵤᑣˈ
ߚᵤ఼

● All shared data is held in a central database that can be accessed by
all sub-systems. A system model based on a shared database is
sometimes called a repository model.
● Each sub-system maintains its own database. Data is interchanged
with other sub-systems by passing messages to them.
The majority of systems that use large amounts of data are organized
around a shared database or repository. This model is therefore suited to
applications where data is generated by one sub-system and used by another.
Examples of this type of system include command and control systems,
management information systems, CAD1 systems and CASE2 toolsets.
Figure 2C-1 is an example of a CASE toolset architecture based on a
shared repository. The first shared repository for CASE tools was probably
developed in the early 1970s by a UK company called ICL3 to support their
Code
generator

Design
editor

Design
translator

Project
repository

Design
analyzer

Program
editor

Report
generator

Figure 2C-1: The Architecture of an Integrated CASE Toolset

1
2
3

CAD˖䅵ㅫᴎ䕙ࡽ䆒䅵˄computer-aided design ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
CASE˖䅵ㅫᴎ䕙ࡽ䕃ӊᎹ˄computer-aided software engineering ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
ICL˖䰙䅵ㅫᴎ᳝䰤݀ৌ˄International Computers Limited ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ㣅ⱘϔᆊൟ䅵ㅫᴎ⹀
ӊǃ䕃ӊঞ᳡ࡵ݀ৌˈ߯ゟѢ 1968 ᑈˈ1981 ᑈ㹿᮹ᴀᆠ䗮᷾ᓣӮ⼒ݐᑊˈ2002 ᑈৡЎ Fujitsu
Services Limited˄ᆠ䗮᳡ࡵ᳝䰤݀ৌ˅Ǆ
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operating system development. This model became more widely known
when Buxton 1 made proposals to support the development of systems
written in Ada2. Since then, many CASE toolsets have been developed
around a shared repository.
The advantages and disadvantages of a shared repository are as
follows:

adverse


a. ϡ߽ⱘˈ᳝ᆇⱘ
schema 
n. ᓣ˗㒆㽕

backup 
n. ӑˈৢ

straightforward


a. ᕘⳈⱘ˗ㅔऩⱘ
compatible


a. ݐᆍⱘ
redundancy


n. ݫԭ
inconsistency


n. ϡϔ㟈

1
2
3

● It is an efficient way to share large amounts of data. There is no
need to transmit data explicitly from one sub-system to another.
● However, sub-systems must agree on the repository data model.
Inevitably, this is a compromise between the specific needs of each
tool. Performance may be adversely affected by this compromise.
It may be difficult or impossible to integrate new sub-systems if
their data models do not fit the agreed schema.
● Sub-systems that produce data need not be concerned with how
that data is used by other sub-systems.
● However, evolution may be difficult as a large volume of
information is generated according to an agreed data model.
Translating this to a new model will certainly be expensive; it may
be difficult or even impossible.
● Activities such as backup, security, access control and recovery
from error are centralized. They are the responsibility of the
repository manager. Tools can focus on their principal function
rather than be concerned with these issues.
● However, different sub-systems may have different requirements
for security, recovery and backup policies. The repository model
forces the same policy on all sub-systems.
● The model of sharing is visible through the repository schema. It is
straightforward to integrate new tools given that they are
compatible with the agreed data model3.
● However, it may be difficult to distribute the repository over a
number of machines. Although it is possible to distribute a
logically centralized repository, there may be problems with data
redundancy and inconsistency.

Buxton˖े John N. Buxtonˈ㑺㗄 N. Ꮘܟᮃ乓ˈ㣅䅵ㅫᴎ⾥ᄺᆊǄ
Ada˖Ada 䇁㿔Ǆ
It is straightforward to integrate new tools given that they are compatible with the agreed data model.˖া㽕ᮄ
ᎹϢଚᅮⱘ᭄ൟݐᆍˈᇚᮄᎹ㒧ড়䖯এህӮᕜᆍᯧǄহЁⱘ given Ўҟ䆡ˈgiven ҟ䆡ᯊৢ䴶
ৃ䎳 that Ңহˈ㸼⼎Ā㗗㰥ࠄāĀ؛䆒āĀ㢹āㄝᛣᗱǄ
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blackboard model
咥ᵓ⊩ൟ
trigger 
v. 㾺থ
activate 
v. ▔⌏ˈਃࡼ
client 
n.ᅶ᠋ᴎ˗
ᅶ᠋ᑣ

file server
᭛ӊ᳡ࡵ఼
compilation


n. 㓪䆥˗∛㓪

distributed


a. ߚᏗ˄ᓣ˅ⱘ
procedure call
䖛䇗⫼
protocol


n. ण䆂
hypertext


n. 䍙˄㑻˅᭛ᴀ
Hypertext Transfer
Protocol
䍙᭛ᴀӴ䗕ण䆂ˈ
䍙᭛ᴀӴ䕧ण䆂
library 
n. ᑧˈᑣ˄
᭛ӊǃᇍ䈵˅ᑧ
1

2
3
4

In the above model, the repository is passive and control is the
responsibility of the sub-systems using the repository. An alternative approach
has been derived for AI systems that use a “blackboard” model, which triggers
sub-systems when particular data becomes available. This is appropriate when
the form of the repository data is less well structured. Decisions about which tool
to activate can only be made when the data has been analyzed.

III. The Client-Server Model
The client-server architectural model is a system model where the
system is organized as a set of services and associated servers and clients
that access and use the services. The major components of this model are:
● A set of servers that offer services to other sub-systems. Examples
of servers are print servers that offer printing services, file servers
that offer file management services and a compile server, which
offers programming language compilation services.
● A set of clients that call on the services offered by servers. These
are normally sub-systems in their own right1. There may be several
instances of a client program executing concurrently.
● A network that allows the clients to access these services. This is
not strictly necessary as both the clients and the servers could run
on a single machine. In practice, however, most client-server
systems are implemented as distributed systems.
Clients may have to know the names of the available servers and the
services that they provide. However, servers need not know either the
identity of clients or how many clients there are. Clients access the services
provided by a server through remote procedure calls using a request-reply
protocol such as the http2 (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) protocol used in
the WWW3. Essentially, a client makes a request to a server and waits until
it receives a reply.
Figure 2C-2 shows an example of a system that is based on the
client-server model. This is a multi-user, Web-based system to provide a
film and photograph library4. In this system, several servers manage and

These are normally sub-systems in their own right.˖䖭ѯ˄ᅶ᠋ᴎ˅䗮ᐌᴀ䑿ህᰃᄤ㋏㒳Ǆⷁ䇁 in one’s own
right 㸼⼎Ā߁ᴀ䑿ⱘᴗ߽˄㛑ǃᅲǃ䌘Ḑㄝ˅āǄ
http˖Ѻ HTTPˈ䍙᭛ᴀӴ䗕ण䆂ˈ䍙᭛ᴀӴ䕧ण䆂˄Hypertext Transfer Protocol ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆ
WWW˖ϛ㓈㔥˄World Wide Web ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
This is a multi-user, Web-based system to provide a film and photograph library.˖䖭ᰃϔϾ⫼᠋ⱘ㔥㋏
㒳ˈ⫼ѢᦤկϔϾ⬉ᕅϢ✻⠛ᑧǄ
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frame 
n. ᏻˈ⬏䴶
synchrony


n. ৠᯊ˄ᗻ˅
˗
ৠℹ˄ᗻ˅
store 
n. ᄬ˅఼˄ټ
compression
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display the different types of media. Video frames need to be transmitted
quickly and in synchrony but at relatively low resolution. They may be
compressed in a store, so the video server may handle video compression
and decompression into different formats. Still pictures, however, must be
maintained at a high resolution, so it is appropriate to maintain them on a
separate server.
Client 1

Client 2

Client 3

Client 4

n. य़㓽
decompression


n. 㾷य़㓽
clip 
n. ࠾ϟᴹⱘϰ㽓˗
⬉ᕅ˄⬉㾚˅⠛↉
film clip
࠾⠛
digitize 
v. Փ᭄ᄫ࣪
info 
n.Ǉষǈֵᙃ
˄= information˅
query 
n. ᶹ䆶

Web browser
㔥㒰⌣㾜఼
network 
v. 䖲㔥ˈ㘨㔥ˈ
ᓎ㔥
upgrade


v. Փछ㑻˗ᬍ

optimize 
v. ՓӬ࣪ˈ
Փ᳔Շ࣪

1

Internet

Catalogue
server

Video
server

Picture
server

Web
server

Library
catalogue

Film clip
files

Digitized
photographs

Film and
photo info

Figure 2C-2: The Architecture of a Film and Picture Library System

The catalogue must be able to deal with a variety of queries and
provide links into the Web information system that includes data about the
film and video clip, and an e-commerce system that supports the sale of
film and video clips. The client program is simply an integrated user
interface, constructed using a Web browser, to these services1.
The most important advantage of the client-server model is that it is a
distributed architecture. Effective use can be made of networked systems
with many distributed processors. It is easy to add a new server and
integrate it with the rest of the system or to upgrade servers transparently
without affecting other parts of the system.
However, changes to existing clients and servers may be required to
gain the full benefits of integrating a new server. There may be no shared
data model across servers and sub-systems may organize their data in
different ways. This means that specific data models may be established on
each server to allow its performance to be optimized. Of course, if an

The client program is simply an integrated user interface, constructed using a Web browser, to these services.˖
ᅶ᠋ᑣাᰃϔϾ⫼㔥㒰⌣㾜఼ᵘᓎⱘ䖲䖭ѯ᳡ࡵⱘ㓐ড়⫼᠋ষǄinterface ৢ䴶䎳᳝ϸϾᅮ䇁˖
constructed using a Web browser  to these servicesǄ
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XML1-based representation of data is used, it may be relatively simple to
convert from one schema to another. However, XML is an inefficient way
to represent data, so performance problems can arise if this is used.

IV. The Layered Model
The layered model of an architecture (sometimes called an abstract
machine model) organizes a system into layers, each of which provide a set
of services. Each layer can be thought of as an abstract machine whose
machine language is defined by the services provided by the layer. This
“language” is used to implement the next level of abstract machine. For
example, a common way to implement a language is to define an ideal
“language machine” and compile the language into code for this machine. A
further translation step then converts this abstract machine code to real
machine code.
An example of a layered model is the OSI 2 reference model of
network protocols. Another influential example was proposed by Buxton,
who suggested a three-layer model for an Ada Programming Support
Environment (APSE3). Figure 2C-3 reflects the APSE structure and shows
how a configuration management system might be integrated using this
abstract machine approach.
Configuration management system layer

Object management system layer

Database system layer

Operating system layer

Figure 2C-3: The Layered Model of a Version Management System

1
2

3

XML˖ৃᠽሩᷛ䆄䇁㿔˄eXtensible Markup Language ⱘ㓽⬹˅Ǆ
OSI˖ᓔᬒᓣ㋏㒳Ѧ㘨˄Open Systems Interconnection ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅ǄOSI ൟᰃ⬅䰙ᷛ࣪ޚ㒘㒛˄ISO˅
䆒䅵ⱘǄ䆹ൟ⧚䆎Ϟܕ䆌ӏᛣϸϾϡৠ㋏㒳˄བ䅵ㅫᴎ˅ѦⳌ䗮ֵ㗠᮴乏㗗㰥ᅗӀⱘᴀԧ㋏㒧ᵘǄ
APSE˖Ada ᑣ䆒䅵ᬃᣕ⦃๗˄Ada Programming Support Environment ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
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configuration item
䜡㕂乍
rollback 
n. ಲ⒮ˈಲ䗔
underlying


a. ᴀⱘˈḍᴀⱘ
filestore 
n. ᭛ӊᄬ˅఼˄ټ
incremental


a. 䞣ⱘ˗䗦ⱘ

adjacent


a. Ⳍ䚏ⱘˈ↫䖲ⱘ
localize 
v. Փሔ䚼࣪ˈ
Փᴀഄ࣪
dependency


n. ձ䴴ˈձ䌪

subvert


v. 乴㽚˗˄ᱫЁ˅
⸈ണ
predecessor


n. ࠡӏ˗ࠡ䑿˗
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The configuration management system manages versions of objects
and provides general configuration management facilities. To support these
configuration management facilities, it uses an object management system
that provides information storage and management services for
configuration items or objects. This system is built on top of a database
system to provide basic data storage and services such as transaction
management, rollback and recovery, and access control. The database
management uses the underlying operating system facilities and filestore
in its implementation.
The layered approach supports the incremental development of
systems. As a layer is developed, some of the services provided by that
layer may be made available to users. This architecture is also changeable
and portable. So long as its interface is unchanged, a layer can be replaced
by another, equivalent layer. Furthermore, when layer interfaces change or
new facilities are added to a layer, only the adjacent layer is affected. As
layered systems localize machine dependencies in inner layers, this
makes it easier to provide multi-platform implementations of an
application system. Only the inner, machine-dependent layers need be
reimplemented to take account of the facilities of a different operating
system or database.
A disadvantage of the layered approach is that structuring systems in
this way can be difficult. Inner layers may provide basic facilities, such as
file management, that are required at all levels. Services required by a user
of the top level may therefore have to “punch through” adjacent layers to
get access to services that are provided several levels beneath it. This
subverts the model, as the outer layer in the system does not just depend on
its immediate predecessor.
Performance can also be a problem because of the multiple levels of
command interpretation that are sometimes required. If there are many
layers, a service request from a top layer may have to be interpreted several
times in different layers before it is processed. To avoid these problems,
applications may have to communicate directly with inner layers rather than
use the services provided by the adjacent layer.
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Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. The three widely used organizational models for systems discussed
in the text are the ________ model, client-server model, and layered model.
2. There are two fundamental ways in which sub-systems making up a
system exchange information: all shared data is held in a(n) ________
database accessible to all of them; and each maintains its own database and
interchanges data with other ________.
3. The major components of the client-server model usually include a
set of servers, a set of clients, and a(n) ________.
4. The OSI reference model of network protocols is an example of the
________ model.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. code generator
2. abstract machine
3. program editor
4. configuration item

5.
6.
7.
8.

䅵ㅫᴎ䕙ࡽ䆒䅵
᭄ݫԭ
ᣛϢࠊ㋏㒳
㾚乥य़㓽Ϣ㾷य़㓽
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Section A
Programming Language

syntax 
n. হ⊩
ambiguous


a. ㊞ϡ⏙ⱘˈ
ễϸৃⱘ
grammatical


a.˄ヺড়˅䇁⊩ⱘ

I. Introduction
Programming languages, in computer science, are the artificial
languages used to write a sequence of instructions (a computer program)
that can be run by a computer. Similar to natural languages, such as English,
programming languages have a vocabulary, grammar, and syntax. However,
natural languages are not suited for programming computers because they
are ambiguous, meaning that their vocabulary and grammatical structure
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punctuation


n. ᷛ⚍ヺো
sophistication


n. ᴖᗻ˗ᇪッᗻ
versatility

n. ⫼䗨˗䗮⫼ᗻ

may be interpreted in multiple ways. The languages used to program
computers must have simple logical structures, and the rules for their
grammar, spelling, and punctuation must be precise.
Programming languages vary greatly in their sophistication and in
their degree of versatility. Some programming languages are written to
address a particular kind of computing problem or for use on a particular
model of computer system. For instance, programming languages such as
Fortran 1 and COBOL 2 were written to solve certain general types of
programming problems—Fortran for scientific applications, and COBOL
for business applications. Although these languages were designed to
address specific categories of computer problems, they are highly portable,
meaning that they may be used to program many types of computers. Other
languages, such as machine languages, are designed to be used by one
specific model of computer system, or even by one specific computer in
certain research applications. The most commonly used programming
languages are highly portable and can be used to effectively solve diverse
types of computing problems. Languages like C3, Pascal4, and BASIC5 fall
into this category.

II. Language Types

assembly language
∛㓪䇁㿔
intermediate
language
Ё䯈䇁㿔ˈЁ㑻䇁㿔
linguistic


a. 䇁㿔˄ᄺ˅ⱘ
1
2
3
4

5

6

7

Programming languages can be classified as either low-level languages
or high-level languages. Low-level programming languages, or machine
languages, are the most basic type of programming languages and can be
understood directly by a computer. Machine languages differ depending on
the manufacturer and model of computer 6 . High-level languages are
programming languages that must first be translated into a machine
language before they can be understood and processed by a computer.
Examples of high-level languages are C, C++ 7 , Pascal, and Fortran.
Assembly languages are intermediate languages that are very close to
machine languages and do not have the level of linguistic sophistication

Fortran˖Fortran 䇁㿔ˈ݀ᓣ㗏䆥ᑣ䇁㿔ˈѺ䆥ЎĀ⽣Ӵā˄Formula Translation ⱘ㓽ড়˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
COBOL˖COBOL 䇁㿔ˈ䴶ଚϮⱘ䗮⫼䇁㿔˄Common Business-Oriented Language ⱘ㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
C˖C 䇁㿔ˈϔ⾡䴶䖛ⱘᑣ䆒䅵䇁㿔Ǆ
Pascal˖Pascal 䇁㿔ˈЎ㑾ᗉ⊩᭄ᄺᆊᄺᆊᏗ㦅ᮃgᏩᮃव˄Blaise Pascal˅㗠ੑৡˈ䇏 
Ǆ
BASIC˖BASIC 䇁㿔ˈ߱ᄺ㗙䗮⫼ヺোᣛҸⷕ˄Beginner’s All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code ⱘ佪ᄫ↡
㓽⬹˅ˈ䇏 Ǆ
Machine languages differ depending on the manufacturer and model of computer.˖ᴎ఼䇁㿔㾚䅵ㅫᴎࠊ䗴ଚ
Ϣൟোϡৠ㗠᳝᠔ऎ߿Ǆ
C++˖C++䇁㿔ˈϔ⾡䴶ᇍ䈵ⱘᑣ䆒䅵䇁㿔Ǆ
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exhibited by other high-level languages, but must still be translated into
machine language.
1. Machine Languages

register 
n. ᆘᄬ఼
storage register
ᄬټᆘᄬ఼
statement


n. 䇁হ

compiler


n. 㓪䆥ᑣˈ
㓪䆥఼

In machine languages, instructions are written as sequences of 1s and
0s, called bits, that a computer can understand directly. An instruction in
machine language generally tells the computer four things: (1) where to find
one or two numbers or simple pieces of data in the main computer memory
(Random Access Memory, or RAM), (2) a simple operation to perform,
such as adding the two numbers together, (3) where in the main memory to
put the result of this simple operation, and (4) where to find the next
instruction to perform. While all executable programs are eventually read
by the computer in machine language, they are not all programmed in
machine language. It is extremely difficult to program directly in machine
language because the instructions are sequences of 1s and 0s. A typical
instruction in a machine language might read 10010 1100 1011 and mean
add the contents of storage register A to the contents of storage register B.
2. High-Level Languages
High-level languages are relatively sophisticated sets of statements
utilizing words and syntax from human language. They are more similar to
normal human languages than assembly or machine languages and are
therefore easier to use for writing complicated programs. These
programming languages allow larger and more complicated programs to be
developed faster. However, high-level languages must be translated into
machine language by another program called a compiler before a computer
can understand them. For this reason, programs written in a high-level
language may take longer to execute and use up more memory than
programs written in an assembly language.
3. Assembly Languages
Computer programmers use assembly languages to make machinelanguage programs easier to write. In an assembly language, each statement
corresponds roughly to one machine language instruction. An assembly
language statement is composed with the aid of easy to remember commands.
The command to add the contents of storage register A to the contents of
storage register B might be written ADD B, A in a typical assembly
language statement. Assembly languages share certain features with
machine languages. For instance, it is possible to manipulate specific bits in
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minimize


v. Փޣᇥࠄ᳔Ԣ䰤
ᑺ˗Փ᳔ᇣ࣪

both assembly and machine languages. Programmers use assembly languages
when it is important to minimize the time it takes to run a program, because
the translation from assembly language to machine language is relatively
simple. Assembly languages are also used when some part of the computer
has to be controlled directly, such as individual dots on a monitor or the
flow of individual characters to a printer.

III. Classification of High-Level Languages
-oriented


comb. form 㸼⼎
Ā䴶Ăⱘā
logic language
䘏䕥䇁㿔
program module
ᑣഫ

essence 
n. ᴀ䋼ˈᅲ䋼
procedural
language
䖛䇁㿔

functional
language
ߑ᭄ᓣ䇁㿔
rigorous 
a. Ϲᆚⱘ˗ϹḐⱘ

object-oriented
language
䴶ᇍ䈵䇁㿔
outgrowth


n. থሩ㒧ᵰ˗ѻ⠽

1

High-level languages are commonly classified as procedure-oriented,
functional, object-oriented, or logic languages. The most common
high-level languages today are procedure-oriented languages. In these
languages, one or more related blocks of statements that perform some
complete function are grouped together into a program module, or
procedure, and given a name such as “procedure A.” If the same sequence
of operations is needed elsewhere in the program, a simple statement can be
used to refer back to the procedure. In essence1, a procedure is just a
mini-program. A large program can be constructed by grouping together
procedures that perform different tasks. Procedural languages allow
programs to be shorter and easier for the computer to read, but they require
the programmer to design each procedure to be general enough to be used
in different situations.
Functional languages treat procedures like mathematical functions
and allow them to be processed like any other data in a program. This
allows a much higher and more rigorous level of program construction.
Functional languages also allow variables—symbols for data that can be
specified and changed by the user as the program is running—to be given
values only once. This simplifies programming by reducing the need to be
concerned with the exact order of statement execution, since a variable does
not have to be redeclared, or restated, each time it is used in a program
statement. Many of the ideas from functional languages have become key
parts of many modern procedural languages.
Object-oriented languages are outgrowths of functional languages.
In object-oriented languages, the code used to write the program and the
data processed by the program are grouped together into units called objects.
Objects are further grouped into classes, which define the attributes objects
must have. A simple example of a class is the class Book. Objects within

in essence˖ᴀ䋼Ϟˈᅲ䋼ϞǄ
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hierarchy


n. ሖˈߚሖ˄㒧
ᵘ˅
ˈߚ㑻˄㒧ᵘ˅

deduce 
v. 䆎ˈᮁ
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this class might be Novel and Short Story. Objects also have certain
functions associated with them, called methods. The computer accesses an
object through the use of one of the object’s methods. The method performs
some action to the data in the object and returns this value to the computer.
Classes of objects can also be further grouped into hierarchies, in which
objects of one class can inherit methods from another class. The structure
provided in object-oriented languages makes them very useful for
complicated programming tasks.
Logic languages use logic as their mathematical base. A logic program
consists of sets of facts and if-then rules, which specify how one set of facts
may be deduced from others, for example:
If the statement X is true, then the statement Y is false.
In the execution of such a program, an input statement can be logically
deduced from other statements in the program. Many artificial intelligence
programs are written in such languages.

IV. Language Structure and Components

macro 
n. ᅣˈᅣᣛҸ
data declaration
᭄ໄᯢ

array 
n. ᭄㒘˗䰉߫˗
ϔ㋏߫

Programming languages use specific types of statements, or
instructions, to provide functional structure to the program. A statement in a
program is a basic sentence that expresses a simple idea—its purpose is to
give the computer a basic instruction. Statements define the types of data
allowed, how data are to be manipulated, and the ways that procedures and
functions work. Programmers use statements to manipulate common
components of programming languages, such as variables and macros
(mini-programs within a program).
Statements known as data declarations give names and properties to
elements of a program called variables. Variables can be assigned different
values within the program. The properties variables can have are called
types, and they include such things as what possible values might be saved
in the variables, how much numerical accuracy is to be used in the values,
and how one variable may represent a collection of simpler values in an
organized fashion, such as a table or array. In many programming
languages, a key data type is a pointer. Variables that are pointers do not
themselves have values; instead, they have information that the computer
can use to locate some other variable—that is, they point to another
variable.
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expression


n. 㸼䖒ᓣ
assignment
statement
䌟ؐ䇁হ
conditional
statement
ᴵӊ䇁হ
procedure
statement
䖛䇁হ
function statement
ߑ᭄䇁হ
parameter


n. খ᭄

An expression is a piece of a statement that describes a series of
computations to be performed on some of the program’s variables, such as
X+Y/Z, in which the variables are X, Y, and Z and the computations are
addition and division. An assignment statement assigns a variable a value
derived from some expression, while conditional statements specify
expressions to be tested and then used to select which other statements
should be executed next.
Procedure and function statements define certain blocks of code as
procedures or functions that can then be returned to later in the program.
These statements also define the kinds of variables and parameters the
programmer can choose and the type of value that the code will return when
an expression accesses the procedure or function1. Many programming
languages also permit minitranslation programs called macros. Macros
translate segments of code that have been written in a language structure
defined by the programmer into statements that the programming language
understands.

V. History

abstraction


n. ᢑ䈵˗ᦤপ

Programming languages date back almost to the invention of the
digital computer in the 1940s. Initially, programmers used machine
languages for programming computers, and these languages are sometimes
referred to as first-generation languages. Second-generation languages
added a level of abstraction to machine languages by substituting
abbreviated command words for the strings of 1s and 0s used in machine
languages. Languages in this new generation were called assembly
languages.
When high-level languages were originally conceived in the 1950s,
they were dubbed third-generation languages because they seemed to be
a major improvement over machine and assembly languages. Thirdgeneration languages used easy-to-remember command words, such as
PRINT and INPUT. Third-generation languages, such as COBOL and
Fortran, were used extensively for business and scientific applications.
Pascal and BASIC were popular teaching languages. C and C++ remain
popular today for system and application software development—for
example, to develop Microsoft Windows and Linux. Recently developed

1

These statements also define the kinds of variables and parameters the programmer can choose and the type of
value that the code will return when an expression accesses the procedure or function.˖䖭ѯ䇁হгᅮНᑣਬ
ৃ䗝ⱘব䞣খ᭄⾡㉏ˈҹঞ㸼䖒ᓣ䆓䯂䖛ߑ᭄ᯊˈҷⷕ᠔䖨ಲⱘؐⱘ㉏ൟǄ
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third-generation languages are important for modern apps. Objective-C1
and Swift2 are programming languages used to develop iPhone and iPad
apps. Java3 is used for Android apps.
In 1969, computer scientists began to develop high-level languages,
called fourth-generation languages, which more closely resembled human
languages than did third-generation languages. Fourth-generation languages,
such as SQL4 and RPG5, eliminate many of the strict punctuation and
grammar rules that complicate third-generation languages. Today, fourthgeneration languages are primarily used for database applications.

paradigm


n. 㣗՟˗㣗ᓣ
declarative
language
ໄᯢᓣ䇁㿔

In 1982, a group of Japanese researchers began work on a fifthgeneration computer project that used Prolog6—a computer programming
language based on a declarative programming paradigm. Prolog and other
declarative languages became closely identified with the fifth-generation
project and were classified as fifth-generation languages. Some experts
disagree with this classification, however, and instead define
fifth-generation languages as those that allow programmers to use graphical
or visual tools to construct programs rather than typing lines of statements.
üüüüüüüüüüüüüüüü

Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. A programming language is any ________ language that can be used
to write a sequence of ________ that can ultimately be processed and
executed by a computer.
2. We can classify programming languages into two types: ________
languages and ________ languages.
3. A(n) ________ language is a low-level language in binary code that
a computer can understand and execute directly.
4. High-level languages must first be translated into a(n) ________
language before they can be understood and processed by a computer.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Objective-C˖ᠽ ܙC ⱘ䴶ᇍ䈵㓪䇁㿔ˈϔ⾡䗮⫼ǃ催㑻ǃ䴶ᇍ䈵ⱘ㓪䇁㿔Ǆ
Swift˖Swift 䇁㿔˄Ё᭛ৡ⿄ЎĀ䲼➩ā˅ˈϔ⾡ᬃᣕ㓪㣗ᓣ㓪䆥ᓣⱘᓔ⑤㓪䇁㿔Ǆ
Java˖Java 䇁㿔ˈϔ⾡䴶ᇍ䈵ⱘᑣ䆒䅵䇁㿔ˈৃҹ䎼ᑇৄ䖤㸠Ǆ
SQL˖㒧ᵘ࣪ᶹ䆶䇁㿔˄Structured Query Language ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
RPG˖RPG 䇁㿔ˈ㸼ᑣ⫳៤఼˄Report Program Generator ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
Prolog˖Prolog 䇁㿔ˈ䘏䕥ᑣ䆒䅵䇁㿔˄Programming in Logic ⱘ㓽ড়˅Ǆ
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5. High-level languages are commonly classified as procedure-oriented,
________, object-oriented, or ________ languages.
6. In an assembly language, each ________ corresponds roughly to
one machine language instruction.
7. In procedure-oriented languages, one or more related blocks of
statements that perform some complete function are grouped together into a
program ________, or procedure.
8. The history of programming languages can be traced back almost to
the invention of the ________ computer in the 1940s.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. storage register
2. function statement
3. program statement
4. object-oriented language
5. assembly language
6. intermediate language
7. declarative language
8. artificial language
9. data declaration
10. functional language

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

ৃᠻ㸠ᑣ
ᑣഫ
ᴵӊ䇁হ
䌟ؐ䇁হ
䘏䕥䇁㿔
ᴎ఼䇁㿔
㒧ᵘ࣪ᶹ䆶䇁㿔
ᑣ䆒䅵䇁㿔
䖤㸠䅵ㅫᴎᑣ
䅵ㅫᴎᑣਬ

III. Fill in each of the blanks with one of the words given in the
following list, making changes if necessary:
reuse
high-level
program
programming

translate
computer
processing
combine

step
machine
inconvenient
programmer

memory
execution
separate
powerful

A programming language is a language used to write instructions for
the computer. It lets the programmer express data ________ in a symbolic
manner without regard to machine-specific details.
The difficulty of writing programs in the ________ language of 0s and
1s led first to the development of assembly language, which allows
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________ to use mnemonics (ࡽ䆄ヺ) for instructions and symbols for
variables. Such programs are then ________ by a program known as an
assembler (∛㓪ᑣ) into the binary encoding used by the ________.
Other pieces of system software known as linking loaders (䫒㺙ܹᑣ)
________ pieces of assembled code and load them into the machine’s main
________ unit, where they are then ready for execution. The concept of
linking ________ pieces of code was important, since it allowed “libraries”
of ________ to be built up to carry out common tasks—a first ________
toward the increasingly emphasized notion of software ________.
Assembly language was found to be sufficiently ________ that higher-level
languages (closer to natural languages) were invented in the 1950s for
easier, faster ________; along with them came the need for compilers,
programs that translate ________ language programs into machine code. As
programming languages became more ________ and abstract, building
efficient compilers that create high-quality code in terms of ________ speed
and storage consumption became an interesting computer science problem
in itself.

IV. Translate the following passage from English into Chinese:
Object-oriented programming (OOP) languages, such as C++ and Java,
are based on traditional high-level languages, but they enable a programmer
to think in terms of collections of cooperating objects instead of lists of
commands. Objects, such as a circle, have properties such as the radius (ञ
ᕘ) of the circle and the command that draws it on the computer screen.
Classes of objects can inherit features from other classes of objects. For
example, a class defining squares can inherit features such as right angles
from a class defining rectangles (䭓ᮍᔶ). This set of programming classes
simplifies the programmer’s task, resulting in more “reusable” computer
code. Reusable code allows a programmer to use code that has already been
designed, written, and tested. This makes the programmer’s task easier, and
it results in more reliable and efficient programs.
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Section B
The Java Language

superfluous


a. ԭⱘ˗䖛࠽ⱘ
instantaneous


a. ⶀ䯈ⱘˈेࠏⱘ
overhead


n. 㒣ᐌ˄ㅵ⧚ǃ
䯈˅䌍⫼
clutter 
n. ޠхˈᴖх˗
ᴖхⱘϰ㽓

The Java language is a remarkable example of programming language
evolution. Java builds on the familiar and useful features of C++ while
removing its complex, dangerous, and superfluous elements. The result is a
language that is safer, simpler, and easier to use. The following sections
describe Java in contrast to C++.
1. Java Is Familiar and Simple
If you have ever programmed in C++, you will find Java’s appeal to be
instantaneous. Since Java’s syntax mirrors that of C++, you will be able to
write Java programs within minutes. Your first programs will come quickly
and easily, with very little programming overhead.
You will have the feeling that you have eliminated a lot of clutter from
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cryptic 
a. 䱤⾬ⱘ˗ҸҎೄᚥⱘ
header 
n. ᷛ乬˗༈ᷛ˗义ⳝ
header file
༈᭛ӊ
preprocessor

your programs—and you will have. All the cryptic header files and
preprocessor statements of C and C++ are gone. All the arcane #define1
statements and typedefs2 have been taken away. You will no longer have to
delve through several levels of header files to correctly reference API3
calls. And no one will have to suffer to figure out how to use your software.



Java programs simply import the software packages they need. These
packages may be in another directory, on another drive, or on a machine on
the other side of the Internet. The Java compiler and interpreter figure out
what objects are referenced and supply the necessary linkage.

n. 乘໘⧚ᑣˈ乘໘
⧚఼
arcane 
a. ⼲⾬ⱘˈ⍽䲒㾷ⱘ
delve 
v. ᧰㋶ˈ㗏ᶹ
reference 
v. ᓩ⫼ˈখ㗗
package 
n. ᑣࣙˈ䕃ӊࣙ
software package
䕃ӊࣙ
interpreter


n. 㾷䞞ᑣˈ
㾷䞞఼

2. Java Is Object-Oriented
If you think C++ is an object-oriented programming language, you are
in for a big surprise4. After using Java to write a few programs, you’ll get a
better feeling for what object-oriented software is all about.
Java deals with classes and objects, pure and simple5. They aren’t just
more data structures that are available to the programmer—they are the
basis for the entire programming language.

In C++, you can declare a class, but you don’t have to. You can declare
a structure or a union instead. You can declare a whole bunch of loosely
union 
n. ݅⫼ԧ˄ᅮН݇䬂 associated variables and use them with C-style functions. In Java, classes
ᄫ˅
ˈ݅⫼˄᭄㉏ൟ˅
and objects are at the center of the language. Everything else revolves
class hierarchy
around them. You can’t declare functions and procedures. They don’t exist.
㉏ሖ
inheritance
You can’t use structures, unions, or typedefs. They’re gone, too. You either

use classes and objects or you don’t use Java. It’s that simple.
n. 㒻ᡓ˄ᗻ˅

encapsulation

n. ᇕ㺙

polymorphism


n. ᗕᗻˈᔶᗻ

1
2
3
4

5

Java provides all the luxuries of object-oriented programming: class
hierarchy, inheritance, encapsulation, and polymorphism—in a context
that is truly useful and efficient.
The main reason for developing object-oriented software, besides
clarity and simplicity, is the desperate hope that somehow the objects you
develop will be reused. Java not only encourages software reuse, it demands
it. To write any sort of Java program, no matter how simple, you must build

#define˖C 䇁㿔Ёⱘ⡍ᅮᄫヺˈা᳝㓪ϞⱘНǄ
typedef˖C 䇁㿔Ёⱘ⡍ᅮᄫヺˈা᳝㓪ϞⱘНǄ
API˖ᑨ⫼ᑣষ˄Application Program Interface ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅Ǆ
you are in for a big surprise˖ԴϔᅮӮৗϔǄহЁⱘ be in for Ўᅮᨁ䜡ˈᛣЎĀ㚃ᅮӮ㒣ग़āĀ⊼
ᅮ㽕䙁ফāǄ
pure and simple˖㒃㊍ⱘˈϡᡬϡᠷⱘǄ
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on the classes and methods of the Java API.
Once you have begun developing software in Java, you have two
choices:
● Build on the classes you have developed, thereby reusing them.
● Rewrite your software from scratch, copying and tailoring useful
parts of existing software.
appealing 
a. ᓩҎⱘ˗᳝ᛳ
ᶧⱘ

With Java, the temptation to start from scratch is no longer appealing.
Java’s object-oriented structure forces you to develop more useful, more
tailorable, and much simpler software the first time around1.
3. Java Is Safer and More Reliable
Java is safer to use than C++ because it keeps you from doing the
things that you do badly, while making it easier to do the things that you do
well.

assembly code
∛㓪ҷⷕ

Java won’t automatically convert data types. You have to explicitly
convert from one class to another. C++, under the most undesirable
conditions, will automatically convert one type to another. It has all the
flexibility of assembly code. Java doesn’t assume that you know what you
are doing. It makes sure that you do.
C++ pointers don’t exist in Java. You can no longer access objects
indirectly or by chance. You don’t need to. You declare objects and
reference those objects directly. Complex pointer arithmetic is avoided. If
you need an indexed set of objects, you can use an array of objects. The
concept of “the address of an object” is eliminated from the programming
model, and another assembly language dinosaur is laid to rest. As a result, it
becomes much easier to do things correctly in Java.

runtime 
n. 䖤㸠ᯊࠏ
syntactic


a.˄ᣝ✻˅হ⊩ⱘ
semantically


ad. 䇁НϞ
mom 
n.ǇЏ㕢ষǈཛྷཛྷ

1

Java’s reliability extends beyond the language level to the compiler
and the runtime system. Compile-time checks identify many programming
errors that go undetected in other programming languages. These checks go
beyond syntactic checking to ensure that statements are semantically
correct.
Runtime checks are also more extensive and effective. Remember your
teacher or mom telling you to “Check your work twice to make sure it’s

the first time around˖䖭䞠ⱘ around Ўࡃ䆡ˈ⫼Ѣᦣ䗄 something that has happened before or things that
happen regularlyˈাᰃ㸼⼎᠔ᦣ䗄ⱘџᚙҹࠡথ⫳䖛㒣ᐌথ⫳ˈⳕ⬹њᇍᛣᗱᕅડϡǄ
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linker 
n. 䖲ᑣˈ
䫒ᑣ
bounds checking
䖍⬠Ẕᶹ
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right”? The Java linker understands class types and performs
compiler-level type checking, adding redundancy to reliability. It also
performs bounds checking and eliminates indirect object access, even
under error conditions.
4. Java Is Secure


flaw 
n. 㔎⚍ˈ⨩⮉
spoof 
v. ઘ偫ˈℎ偫
browse 
v. ⌣㾜
unauthorized


a. 㒣ᥜᴗⱘ
vulnerable


a. 㛚ᔅⱘ˗ᯧফᬏ
ߏⱘ
constrain


v. 㑺ᴳˈ䰤ࠊ
applet 
n. ᇣᑨ⫼ᑣ
Trojan 
(horse)
n. ⡍⋯Ӟ偀˄
ᑣ⮙↦˅
ˈ偀
malicious 
a. ᙊᛣⱘ
bytecode 
n. ᄫ㡖ⷕ
theorem 
n. ᅮ⧚
prover 
n. 䆕ᯢᑣ
theorem prover
ᅮ⧚䆕ᯢᑣˈ
ᅮ⧚䆕ᯢ఼


segregate 
v. 䱨⾏˗ߚᓔ
trustworthy


a. ؐᕫֵӏⱘ˗
ৃֵⱘ˗ৃ䴴ⱘ

If you gave a skilled hacker a program written in C or C++ and told
him to find any security flaws, there are half a dozen things that he would
immediately look for: gaining access to the operating system, causing an
unexpected return of control, overwriting critical memory areas, acquiring
the ability to spoof or modify other programs, browsing for security
information, and gaining unauthorized access to the file system.
Why is C or C++ more vulnerable than Java? When a programmer
develops software, he or she usually focuses on how to get the software to
work correctly and efficiently. C and C++ do not constrain the programmer
from meeting these goals and provide a number of flexible features that
enable the programmer to meet his end. The hacker is also able to take
advantage of these features and use them in ways that weren’t originally
intended, causing the undesirable consequences identified in the previous
paragraph. In short, C and C++ provide a great offense, but no defense. Java,
on the other hand, is defensive by nature. Every time a Java-enabled
browser downloads a compiled Java class, such as an applet, it runs the risk
of running Trojan horse code. Because of this ever-present threat, it
subjects the code to a series of checks that ensure that it is correct and
secure.
The Java runtime system is designed to enforce a security policy that
prevents execution of malicious code. It does this by remembering how
objects are stored in memory and enforcing correct and secure access to
those objects according to its security rules. It performs bytecode
verification by passing compiled classes through a simple theorem prover
that either proves that the code is secure or prevents the code from being
loaded and executed. The class is Java’s basic execution unit and security is
implemented at the class level.
The Java runtime system also segregates software according to its
origin. Classes from the local system are processed separately from those of
other systems. This prevents remote systems from replacing local system
software with code that is less trustworthy.
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dialog box
ᇍ䆱Ḛ
multithreaded


a. 㒓ⱘ
multithreading


n. 㒓᪡
thread 
n. 㒓ˈ㒓㋶
duke 
n. ݀⠉
convoluted


a. Ⲭ㒩ⱘ˗䫭㓐
ᴖⱘ
gaggle 
n.˄㋞х㗠᳝㘨㋏
ⱘ˅ϔේ
intertwine


v.˄Փ˅㓴㒧ˈ
˄Փ˅
㓴㒩ϔ䍋

synchronization


n. ৠℹ˄࣪˅

Java-enabled browsers, such as HotJava1, allow the user to control the
accesses that Java software may make of the local system. When a Java
applet needs permission to access local resources, such as files, a security
dialog box is presented to the user, requesting explicit user permission. This
“Mother may I?” approach ensures that the user always has the final say in
the security of his system.
5. Java Is Multithreaded
Java, like Ada, and unlike other languages, provides built-in language
support for multithreading. Multithreading allows more than one thread
of execution to take place within a single program. This allows your
program to do many things at once: make the Duke dance, play his favorite
tune, and interact with the user, seemingly all at the same time.
Multithreading is an important asset because it allows the programmer to
write programs as independent threads, rather than as a convoluted gaggle
of intertwined activities. Multithreading also allows Java to use idle CPU
time to perform necessary garbage collection and general system
maintenance, enabling these functions to be performed with less impact on
program performance.
Writing multithreaded programs is like dating several people
concurrently. Everything works fine until the threads start to interact with
each other in unexpected ways. Java provides the support necessary to make
multithreading work safely and correctly. Java supports multithreading by
providing synchronization capabilities that ensure that threads share
information and execution time in a way that is thread safe.
6. Java Is Interpreted and Portable

compiled code
㓪䆥ᠻ㸠ⱘҷⷕ
interpreted code
㾷䞞ᠻ㸠ⱘҷⷕ
field 
v. ⌒ĂϞഎ˗ᅲᮑ
native code
ᴀᴎ˄ҷ˅ⷕ
underway


a. 䖯㸠Ёⱘ

1

While it is true that compiled code will almost always run more
quickly than interpreted code, it is also true that interpreted code can
usually be developed and fielded more inexpensively, more quickly, and in
a more flexible manner. It is also usually much more portable.
Java, in order to be a truly platform-independent programming
language, must be interpreted. It does not run as fast as compiled native
code, but it doesn’t run much slower, either. For the cases where execution
in native machine code is absolutely essential, work is underway to
translate Java bytecode into machine code as it is loaded.

HotJava˖⬅㕢 Sun ݀ৌ˄䰇ᖂ㋏㒳݀ৌ˅ᓔথⱘᬃᣕ Java ᓔথ⦃๗ⱘ Internet ⌣㾜఼Ǆ

Unit 3
outweigh 
v. Ӌؐ˄䞡㽕
ᗻǃᕅડㄝ˅ᮍ䴶
䍙䖛

source code
⑤˄ҷ˅ⷕ
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The advantages of being interpreted outweigh any performance
impacts. Because Java is interpreted, it is much more portable. If an
operating system can run the Java interpreter and support the Java API, then
it can faithfully run all Java programs.
Interpreted programs are much more easily kept up-to-date. You don’t
have to recompile them for every change. In Java, recompilation is
automatic. The interpreter detects the fact that a program’s bytecode file is
out-of-date with respect to its source code file and recompiles it as it is
loaded.
Because of Java’s interpreted nature, linking is also more powerful and
flexible. Java’s runtime system supports dynamic linking between local
class files and those that are downloaded from across the Internet. This
feature provides the basis for Web programming.

de facto 
a.Ǉᢝǈᅲ䰙ⱘˈ
џᅲϞⱘ
offshoot 
n. ᬃᮣˈᮕ㋏˗
㸡⫳џ⠽
release 
n.˄ᑣ䕃ӊⱘ˅
⠜ᴀ˗থᏗ
vendor 
n. पЏ˗ॖᆊˈ
ॖଚ
broker 
n. ҷ⧚㗙˗
ҷ⧚ᑣ

1
2
3

7. Java Is the Programming Language of the Web
Java has become the de facto programming language of the Web. It is
being licensed by nearly every major software company. It has some
offshoots and potential competition, such as JavaScript1 and VBScript2, but
it remains the first Web programming language and the most powerful
language for developing platform-independent software.
Java is also evolving beyond the Web and becoming a key component
in distributed application development. Some releases of Sun’s products
emphasize Java’s importance to distributed object-based software development.
Several other vendors have introduced products that enable Java to be
integrated into the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA3),
which is the framework for distributed object communication.

JavaScript˖Java 㛮ᴀ䇁㿔Ǆ
VBScript˖Visual Basic 㛮ᴀ䇁㿔Ǆ
CORBA˖݀⫼ᇍ䈵䇋∖ҷ⧚
˄ᑣ˅
ԧ㋏㒧ᵘ
˄Common Object Request Broker Architecture ⱘ佪ᄫ↡㓽⬹˅
Ǆ
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Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. Java is an object-oriented programming language, for which classes
and ________ are the basis.
2. Java is designed to be ________, which makes it a useful language
for programming Web applications, since users access the Web from many
types of computers.
3. Java provides built-in language support for ________. That is, it
allows more than one thread of execution to take place within a single
program.
4. The Java ________ system is designed to enforce a security policy
that prevents execution of malicious code.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. native code
2. header file
3. multithreaded program
4. Java-enabled browser
5. malicious code

6. ᴎ఼ⷕ
7. ∛㓪ⷕ
8. ⡍⋯Ӟ偀ᑣ
9. 䕃ӊࣙ
10. ㉏ሖ
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Section C
Arrays

Imagine you have a problem that requires 20 numbers to be processed.
You need to read them, process them, and print them. You must also keep
these 20 numbers in memory for the duration of the program. You can
define 20 variables, each with a different name, as shown in Figure 3C-1.
number 0
number 1
number 2
...
number 18
number 19
Numbers

Figure 3C-1: Twenty Individual Variables

reference


n. ᓩ⫼ˈখ㗗˗
ޚ
flowchart


n. ⌕

1

But having 20 different names creates another problem. How can you
read 20 numbers from the keyboard and store them? To read 20 numbers
from the keyboard, you need 20 references, one to each variable 1 .
Furthermore, once you have them in memory, how can you print them? To
print them, you need another 20 references. In other words, you need the
flowchart in Figure 3C-2 to read, process, and print these 20 numbers.
Although this may be acceptable for 20 numbers, it is definitely not
acceptable for 200 or 2000 or 20,000 numbers. To process large amounts of
data, you need a powerful data structure such as an array. An array is a
fixed-size, sequenced collection of elements of the same data type. Since an
array is a sequenced collection, you can refer to the elements in the array as
the first element, the second element, and so forth until you get to the last
element. If you were to put your 20 numbers into an array, you could

To read 20 numbers from the keyboard, you need 20 references, one to each variable.˖ЎњҢ䬂ⲬϞ䇏ܹ 20 Ͼ
᭄ˈԴ䳔㽕 20 Ͼᓩ⫼ˈ↣Ͼᓩ⫼ᇍᑨⴔϔϾব䞣Ǆ
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v. ᣛᅮ˗ੑৡ˗
ᣛ⌒
subscript

designate the first element number0 as shown in Figure 3C-1. In a similar
fashion, you could refer to the second number as number1 and the third
number as number2. Continuing the series, the last number would be
number19. The subscripts indicate the ordinal number of the element



counting from the beginning of the array1.

designate


n. ϟᷛˈ㛮⊼
ordinal 
a. 乎ᑣⱘ
ordinal number
ᑣ᭄

START

Read
number 0

Read
number 19

Process
20 numbers

Print
Number 0

Print
Number 19

STOP

Figure 3C-2: Processing Individual Variables
address 
v. 㓪ഔ˗ᇏഔ

What you have seen is that the elements of the array are individually
addressed through their subscripts (Figure 3C-3)2. The array as a whole has
a name, number, but each member can be accessed individually using its
subscript.
The advantages of the array would be limited if you didn’t also have

1

2

The subscripts indicate the ordinal number of the element counting from the beginning of the array.˖ϟᷛ㸼⼎
Ң᭄㒘ᓔ༈᭄ⱘܗ㋴ᑣ᭄Ǆ
the elements of the array are individually addressed through their subscripts˖᭄㒘ⱘܗ㋴䗮䖛݊ϟᷛ㒭ߎ
㞾ⱘഄഔǄ
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programming constructs that allow you to process the data more conveniently.
Fortunately, there is a powerful set of programming constructs, loops, that
makes array processing easy.
number 0

number [0]

number 1

number [1]

number 2

number [2]

...

...

number 18

number [18]

number 19

number [19]
Numbers

Numbers

a) Subscript Form

b) Index Form

Figure 3C-3: Arrays with Subscripts and Indexes

You can use loops to read and write the elements in an array. You can
use loops to add, subtract, multiply, and divide the elements. You can also
use loops for more complex processing such as calculating averages. Now it
does not matter if there are 2, 20, 200, 2000, or 20,000 elements to be
processed. Loops make it easy to handle them all.

bracket 
n. ᣀো
square bracket
ᮍᣀো
notation


n. ᷛ䆄⊩˗䆄ো
indexing 
n. 㓪㋶ᓩ˗ᷛᓩ˗
ࡴϟᷛ˗বഔ
looping 
n. ᕾ⦃˗ᵘ៤⦃ᔶ
frequency array
乥⥛᭄㒘

1

But one question still remains: How can you write an instruction so
that one time it refers to the first element of an array and the next time it
refers to another element? It is really quite simple: You simply borrow from
the subscript concept you have been using. Rather than using subscripts,
however, you place the subscript value in square brackets. Using this
notation, you refer to number0 as number[0].
Following the convention, number1 becomes number[1] and
number19 becomes number[19]. This is known as indexing. Using a typical
reference, you now refer to your array using the variable1. The flowchart to
process your 20 numbers using an array and looping is in Figure 3C-4.
In the following section, we study one array application: the frequency
array and its graphical representation.
A frequency array shows the number of elements with the same value
found in a series of numbers. For example, suppose you have taken a sample

Using a typical reference, you now refer to your array using the variable.˖Փ⫼ϔϾൟⱘᓩ⫼ˈԴህৃҹՓ
⫼ব䞣ᴹ䆓䯂᭄㒘Ǆ
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of 100 values between 0 and 19. You want to know how many of the values
are 0, how many are 1, how many are 2, and so forth up through 19.
START

for i = 0 to 19

READ
number [ i ]

PROCESS
20 numbers

for i = 0 to 19

PRINT
number [ i ]

STOP

Figure 3C-4: Processing an Array

You can read these values into an array called numbers. Then you
create an array of 20 elements that will show the frequency of each value in
the series (Figure 3C-5).
number [0]
number [1]

frequency [0]

number [2]

frequency [1]

number [3]

frequency [2]

This value shows
how many 0s are in
number.

number [4]
...

...
frequency [18]
number [98]

This value shows
how many 19s are in
number.

frequency [19]

number [99]

Frequency
Numbers

Figure 3C-5: Frequency Array

Unit 3
histogram


n. Ⳉᮍˈⶽᔶ˗
乥⥛ߚᏗ
bar 
n. ᴵ˗ᴵᔶ
bar chart
ᴵᔶ
asterisk 
n. ᯳ো
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A histogram is a pictorial representation of a frequency array. Instead
of printing the values of the elements to show the frequency of each number,
you print a histogram in the form of a bar chart. For example, Figure 3C-6
is a histogram for a set of numbers in the range 0 to 19. In this example,
asterisks (*) are used to build the bar. Each asterisk represents one
occurrence of the data value.
0

0

1

4

2

7

3

7

four 1s

.

seven 3s

.
.
18

2

19

0

zero 19s

Figure 3C-6: Histogram
one-dimensional
array ϔ㓈᭄㒘
linear 
a. 㒓˄ᗻ˅ⱘ˗
Ⳉ㒓ⱘ

two-dimensional
array Ѡ㓈᭄㒘
multidimensional



a. 㓈ⱘ
multidimensional
array 㓈᭄㒘

1

2

The arrays discussed so far are known as one-dimensional arrays
because the data are organized linearly in only one direction. Many
applications require that data be stored in more than one dimension. One
common example is a table, which is an array that consists of rows and
columns. Figure 3C-7 shows a table, which is commonly called a
two-dimensional array. Note that arrays can have three, four, or more
dimensions. However, the discussion of multidimensional arrays is
beyond the scope of this section.
The indexes in the definition of a two-dimensional array represent
rows and columns1. This format maps the way the data are laid out in
memory2. If you were to consider memory as a row of bytes with the lowest
address on the left and the highest address on the right, then an array would
be placed in memory with the first element to the left and the last element to
the right. Similarly, if the array is two-dimensional, then the first dimension

The indexes in the definition of a two-dimensional array represent rows and columns.˖ᅮНѠ㓈᭄㒘ⱘ㋶ᓩߚ
߿㸼⼎㸠߫Ǆ
This format maps the way the data are laid out in memory.˖䖭⾡Ḑᓣᇘњ᭄ᄬ఼ټЁⱘᄬټᮍᓣǄ
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is a row of elements that is stored to the left. This is known as “row-major”
storage (Figure 3C-8)1.

First Dimension (rows)

0

1

2

3

4
0

1

2

3

Second Dimension (columns)

Figure 3C-7: Two-Dimensional Array

00

01

02

03

04

10

11

12

13

14

view 
n. 㾚

User’s View

row 0

row 1

00

01

02

03

04

10

11

12

13

14

[0][0]

[0][1]

[0][2]

[0][3]

[0][4]

[1][0]

[1][1]

[1][2]

[1][3]

[1][4]

Memory View

Figure 3C-8: Memory Layout

1

This is known as “row-major” storage.˖䖭䗮ᐌ⿄ЎĀҹ㸠ЎЏⱘāᄬټǄrow-major 㸼⼎Āҹ㸠ЎЏⱘā
Ā㸠ӬⱘܜāǄ
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Exercises
I. Fill in the blanks with the information given in the text:
1. Given the array called object with 20 elements, if you see the
term object10, you know the array is in ________ form; if you see the
term object[10], you know the array is in ________ form.
2. In most programming languages, an array is a static data structure.
When you define an array, the size is ________.
3. A(n) ________ is a pictorial representation of a frequency array.
4. An array that consists of just rows and columns is probably a(n)
________ array.

II. Translate the following terms or phrases from English into
Chinese and vice versa:
1. bar chart
2. frequency array
3. graphical representation
4. multidimensional array

5.
6.
7.
8.

⫼᠋㾚
ϟᷛᔶᓣ
ϔ㓈᭄㒘
㓪㒧ᵘ

